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Introduction
In Amsterdam it all began again, squatting a building with a
group of friends from the Sandberg Institute. As a project, a group
venture setting up a free-zone where everything could happen
what we, the inhabitants, would like to do. This caused a big
challenge in my ideas, which had gained confidence in Enschede.
In Enschede this squatting and doing the things we liked seemed
so natural, we just did it. It grew into me. The little organisational
skills I had were enough to deal with a reasonable part in setting
up a space, and organizing events, as exhibitions, parties, dinners
and alike.
With Amsterdam I am the only Dutch person in the group with
the most experience regarding squatting, dealing with police,
and setting up the basic needs. The experience in Amsterdam
is starting from totally zero, not even water was connected.
Now half a year later, in a temperate winter, we have all the
commodities of a house and spaces for working, exhibiting, for
lectures, for parties. A place where people can do and initiate 9
projects, like a gallery space. Now that the first things are more
or less running I find myself in the position to do things what I
like best, fixing stuff and make the things that are necessary for
me, the building and the spaces as open frames. These frames
are the rooms with certain possibilities and certain restrictions.
Each frame has different values and atmosphere. They are linked,
closed or open, intimate or vulgar. All these rooms are demanding
different approaches and interiors.
The spaces also give the ability to work, work in a quite limitless
freedom. The freedom is there to challenge; laws are there to
challenge. The aim of this freedom is to create an atmosphere
where people can meet their own limits; nothing is in the way,
except the fact that you are not alone in this dwelling. And so you
need to communicate and come to agreements.
When this is done there is that regulation that still stretches.
Things are happening which are the next step of the project, get
to the hyper-focus. Together, and spread this notion of working,
alone and together to get people and yourself actualised. Let’s
see where this leads to.
Reinier
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Chapter I

The OffMess
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1.0 In the beginning...
The years before I started art school (2002), I became familiar
with the squat-scene and the parties that were given nationwide
and everywhere else in Europe. Most were from the Hit’n’Run
kind, squat any building a day before or the same night, install the
sound-system and give the location through the voicemail of an
info-number. Sometimes these parties were at long term squats
and these were also the places where more happened than just
a party. People actually lived there, worked there and organised
events.
Before this I was active in different places behind the stage of
Hedon (Zwolle), a music venue, and small festivals. It was from
puberty that I became involved with something that would give
more people a happy feeling. At that time, working in the field
of cultural industries, was in my mind not a bad thing. It just so
happened I enjoyed setting up stages more than just going to
see and attend a festival. Most festivals I worked for were linked
to the people who set up the first punk-stage in the town Zwolle
where I used to live. Working as a light-technician from fifteen to 13
eighteen-years-old gave me the insight of what an all night long
party was really like.
The discovery of the squat-parties and the squats where more
things happened showed that organising was, of course,
everywhere. Especially in communal living places (ADM, Ruigoord,
Betonbos, TNOH). These were fantastic places, people working
on houses, gardening for vegetables, welding big constructions
and on old trucks and other vehicles. Wow, these were places full
of imagination and fantasy. It looked like people were working in
(and for) their dreams, this energy and reality gave me a sense
of belonging and it fitted pretty well with my lostness, I couldn’t
really fit myself in the daily reality of working 5 days a week
and spending the weekends in an illusion. Working to achieve
boredom...[Vanegeim, 2006, 52]

1.1 Begin of process
When at the end of the first year of the AKI art academy in
Enschede a friend asked me if I’d like to live in an abandoned
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sawmill, I immediately said yes. This place was still inhabited by
the front-man of the sawmill.
After a friendly meeting of the owners of the sawmill and my
friends Filip, Guido, Jo and me we’d settled to an agreement that
we’d start living there as soon he would leave it, within a month. A
funny remark during this talk came from one of the owners; “In de
brand, uit de brand” (Up in flames, out of problems).
Early summer 2003 we started living on the most amazing parcel
I could think of. The history of the whole area was that this sawmill
began as a brick factory. Next to it there were big “swimming”
pools, leftovers from all the digging. This started around 1900.
During the early stages of WWII Germany bombed the area and
starting to occupy the whole area to create a military airstrip
1 km from its factory. In the area they built different farm- like
bunker complexes, consisting of over a hundred buildings looking
like farm villages. The sawmill was an experimental complex
where they worked on a secret aircraft type. The left-over bombs
cleaned up just after the end of the war were dumped in these
pools. Behind the house were enormous factory halls, where some
machines still remained inside, waves of wood-chips were coming
in through some of the windows. This was a perfect setting for
all kind of work. On the lot lay big heaps of tree trunks, almost a
surreal environment.
We organised several events, mostly humorously decorated
dance parties, with a lot of props taken from the surroundings.
But we also organised more intimate gatherings, because the
surroundings were perfect for all sorts of events and actions. A
harvest party, for instance, to honour the herbs we harvested
and which we could use. On the sawmill land stood a big silo for
collecting the sawdust. We climbed often on top to enjoy the view
of the eight meter high view, it was a very clear landmark in it’s
surroundings and waving slowly in the wind. Living a communal life
started more or less here, where organising and working together
shaped up. In the end the time was way too short and our eviction
notice came after only four months after actually living there.
In the neighbourhood were both military and ex-military buildings.
Next to the sawmill there was the poshest neighbourhood for
the military elite. For planning our next move, we all agreed
that it would be best to try and squat somewhere close to the
sawmill, as our building drifts had given us all kind of stuff to
move. So we checked the nearby Lonnekerberg with the rich
military neighbourhood Two buildings looked empty next to each

other. After checking several times we discovered that one was
inhabited by a hermit. The other building we checked on the
owner and it’s history. The inside was definitely empty but also
looked very classy. The owner wouldn’t be too thrilled... And yes,
because of the military identity, the officers-mess was owned by
the military and so the state.
We prepared everything for the squat action, this more or less
included a meeting with the squat-meeting east Netherlands,
two guys whom we’ve known through the academy helped us as
we talked through our preparations. We needed a bed, a table,
a chair and a light (by law the minimum to show that you’d live
there, and so had house-peace). We needed the phone number
of a squat-lawyer to inform him of ‘the action’ and which place
we were squatting and also write a neighbourhood letter to give
out to all the neighbours as soon it was squatted, in which we
explained our intentions with the building and that we wouldn’t
want to do any harm to anything or anyone.

1.2 The action
I found a little window that gave access to the basement of the
Officers Mess, this would be our way to get in and change the locks
of as many doors the building had, creating our key to the front
door. A necessity to squat a building and create house-peace and
therefore making it impossible for the police to enter your house
without a search warrant. Preparing three cars full of our first
equipment, we went on a cold November night to the building.
Because of the timing, 2 am, and the weather we were totally
alone in the dark forest, with dimmed lights we rolled onto the
parking-lot behind the Mess. From then on it went very quick, one
car was full of equipment and living supplies. We entered through
the window, found out the basement was pretty full of water and
searched for the way upstairs, to the front-door, the other doors.
All doors had easy opening locks on the inside, we didn’t need to
break anything, it all went very smoothly. We checked around, got
all the other stuff inside and installed ourselves in the entrancehall with enough drinks to make it to sunrise.
The police were called around 7 o’clock but it took over 3 hours
before we noticed any action by the strong arm of the state... It
wasn’t the police that stood in front of our door. It was the military
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police in a convoy of 12 vans, blocking off the entire area and
ready to kick us out.
But how easy do you think it is to explain to these people that
you first need to contact your lawyer to ask him what to do in this
situation? it doesn’t matter what uniform they’re wearing; if they
don’t know the procedure and are perplexed by the situation,
than that step is your advancement. So, whilst the MP team
were waiting, we called our lawyer who had to begin a summary
procedure against the state. In the meantime we had to wait for
quite a long time and I was sort of stupid enough to let the colonel
and first man inside (because when they are in they could kick us
out!) because they were standing out in the cold. They were pretty
interested in the building itself and had never seen the inside. So
we gave them a tour, and ended up with everybody on the back
of the mess to drink some coffee; “organlc” the colonel remarked.
With the coffee in our hands we watched the F16’s flying over
and joked about their ridiculous showing off. After half an hour
the phone rang, the lawyer informed us that we won the case!
The MP could return to their posts, failing to evict 8 art students
from the OffMess. The colonel of the MP was actually one of the
neighbours and after a wile we got along pretty well the rest of
our occupation. Later we’d heard that the head of this military
airport was considered a bit of a loser in the Dutch flying defense
because he couldn’t get the squatters out of his building...

1.3 The group
The first group consisted of Guido, Filip, Jo, Danja, Sofi and me.
In the first week we occupied the building as it had to be done,
occupying 24 hours a day the first week. The spaces were huge,
there was an oak ballroom, an old German bar (originally build
inside with a pissing gutter) with a working tap, a big basement
with another 2 bars (also with working taps) and a totally new
stainless steel kitchen, installed in 1998. These were still the
golden ages, or at least it felt like it. All that stuff left behind,
paid by the Dutch citizens... This place was screaming for events,
exhibitions, parties and dinners.
Jo left after some months to Rotterdam, he couldn’t stand being

far away from everything and everyone. This meant as well that
someone else could move in, this was just one of the 36 people
who would eventually live and do the OffMess, during the seven
years of occupation. Not everybody who lived there was as
engaged as others. It was sort of noticeable that the first ones
were most involved.
Guido often had nice ideas and was doing the PR on Internet.
Filip had a big network of friends and was quick in working things
out in materials. Danja was very handy with electronics and
electricity while Jo was handy for finding sound-system friends
from the west of the Netherlands. I was a centipede working on
electricity, water and sewer system, heating I did often with the
great Russian mending skills of Danja. It was cheap and sufficient
for a time and didn’t cost too much. Jim came in after a year or
so and was a long-stayer as well. With him I started the chicken
farm, yes!, Fresh eggs and sometimes fresh meat, illegal in the
Netherlands but so nice to have the option fwith a moveable feast
walking around the house. The respect and connection to the
animals was bigger then for the ones bought in the supermarket,
although the Russian couple saw the chickens as walking meat
instead of animals. Dutch and German urbanites have pretty 17
much the same ideas about animals which are more or less alike.
With Jim I begun hunting ducks in the university pond and we
could count on each other for other actions. He had a truck and
was car-mechanic but studied painting.
With this group everybody did a thing necessary to achieve
a certain independence and organization. There was not a
hierarchy, only Guido had dictatorial feelings but he was also a
lazy bastard that also knew that it never would work out. There
was a balance and we all loved each other for the things we did.
We felt each other’s necessity within the whole and feelings of
happiness and anger found a way of negotiating [Remmerswaal,
2004, 306].
Other people who stayed for a longer period of time were Jeroen,
a passionate painter (you never knew what was painted the
morning after) and another painter Stephen. He had problems
with drinking and was sometimes very stupid, we all were, but
he was king in attracting problems, like his great escape of the
police on the field roads from the city to the OffMess.
I saw the police lights coming around the house around three
in the morning, a moment after Stephen was at the door of my
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room asking if I could hide him. But the police had already come
into the house with searchlights and ready with their guns. So I
had to talk with the police about his stupidity and there was no
way I could save him from the hands of the police. Without official
papers, totally drunk, driving in a friends car without insurance
or MOT check-up, he drove himself and the police almost to
death. This was the last time before he had to leave the country.
A pretty decent way of saying goodbye for an American I believe.
He definitely had a good heart, somewhere behind all his self
made and credit-card problems. He was one off the people who
sometimes made a big show out of nothing.
All this made the name of the OffMess a bit more like a crazy
house where things sometimes got extreme. For the people inside
it was daily life, things where just happening as they happened
far away from “normal” society. It was more or less an enclave of
the rejects of the rejects, including some of the difficult ‘artists’
of the academy. Me too, with the tutors I was not always on a
friendly basis. They had quite some problems with the squat,
with the thin line between life and art. The objects I made where
sometimes just useful objects, a boxing-sack for instance. Made
for managing anger, these feelings needed to find a place too.
The Overkill Festival was a 48-hour movie, videogame and play
festival, coming out of Guido’s brain. The first edition was still very
small and mostly AKI students came. The short-film segment was
quite international. But is was such a hassle to organize, Guido
was very unclear of the things he had done. It was unclear what
the program exactly was and during the festival things were not
that well organized. In the middle was a party and made the whole
event on the other sides of the house unlistenable. Everybody
was a bit fed up with it at the end and so Guido wanted to be
punished. After the first Overkill Festival it was Guido’s arm that
was the place for some anger-management. And with this act our
Fight Club (2006) was born. Till now (2014), the Overkill festival
is still organized but without Guido.
This event was for insiders only and grew from 6 events into a too
big event. People from outside the academy also wanted to jump
in, they had fighting skills and nobody knew what they could do.
We cancelled the evening and never did it again. 8 years later
in Studio Complex it was revived for the next generation of AKI
students. These editions got a theatrical twist with mortal combat
sound-effects, special costumes and colourful lighting. Their own
little spectacle to lose energy for the ones in the ring, and for

others to watch energetic and funny fights.

1.4 The Neighbourhood
The OffMess was located between Enschede and Oldenzaal,
7 kilometres from the AKI art-academy on a forestry hill, de
Lonnekerberg, next to the military airstrip. The location was quite
unique, we had a parking lot for 50 cars, the only neighbours
close by were the old commandant of the air-force and his artloving and organizing girlfriend. They were very happy with our
occupation which brought the building alive again after years
of being neglected and vandalised. They always came to the
openings and stayed at the parties till a respectable time. The
old commandant often told his stories about his years inside the
OffMess, the crazy parties they had and his near life and death
experiences as a test-pilot in the states.
Other neighbours further away sometimes complained about the
people who had to cross their part of the street to come to our
events. Most of the neighbours where quite open towards our 19
squatting and actions. They would sometimes stop to make a
little conversation or come for an opening of an exhibition.
Two families just couldn’t stand squatters and complained often
or came with dogs to kill our chickens. I was the one concerned
the most with the image we had in the neighbourhood. After
parties I would clean the outside, making the first attempts to
speak with the neighbours and at the same time liked to be
busy with the green around the house. Some special Dutch trees
that were growing in front I trimmed every year., because it was
such an obvious way to keep a sort of decent outside. The shitty
neighbours could thank me for it, understanding tradition was for
them very important while for me it was more about understanding
neighbourhood politics. Do one thing your enemy can be happy
with and you can discus the whole role of your occupation and the
nice things in person.
In the end one of the families asked us to use our ballroom for
their party. And at that party we were all drunk by their drinks
and were dancing with them and their daughters. One of the
daughters came later to smoke a joint with us, because she liked to
smoke and she liked the place, even if she was afraid her parents
wouldn’t be very pleased…the innocence of comforting people

helps so well. In a way it was a little Puusemp story, I now can
recall and name it [Kaprow, 2003, 211]. There are more stories
like this with cops, angry farmers and agricultural workers. After a
while we could have a good time with anybody and stretched our
sense our freedom to the neighbours and people who had to deal
with us noticed our ‘innocence’ and creativity. What happened
inside was our secret.
Everything came to an end when the state came along and
showed our consumption in gas and electricity, which we never
paid a penny for and it was obvious that we could never collect the
amount. The guy who had to get us out played a very intriguing
role, playing on our feelings and conscious. After 6 years it was
also more or less enough, the life got more ordinary and many of
the people worked somewhere else.

1.5 STUDIO COMPLEX
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After the OffMess stopped and also other artist-run initiatives were
evicted there was a time where it was difficult to get something
done, some where squatting building after building, my building
went from state owned to city, making it into an anti-squat. For the
most active squatting artists it was a difficult time in Enschede,
and we tried to get something started together. One institute
came up for artists to seek workspace in abandoned buildings,
which was an anti-squat initiative out of a squat perspective. This
meant that there was always space for other cleaned out and/o
evicted places. The organization within the building was totally
for the users, there was not a maximum of users and the freedom
to sleep there was silently excepted.
I was the first months still uncomfortably living in the anti-squat
place, moving my stuff already with truckloads to the building. For
me it was already clear from the beginning, staying in this house
would mean being tyrannized by the anti-squat company. They
would come in every month to check if the kitchen was clean. If
we didn’t use or dirty to many spaces, or going through ashtrays
looking for joints, telling us to take care of the outside because
they thought it looked shady... [SqEK, 2013, 5] What the f**... This is
a possibility inside company structures, inside legal laws, treating
people like this, while in the meantime the way the hot-water and
shower were connected was far from a reliable DIY installation.

Open electric wires, mis-installed sewer-systems, crappy piping
and materials were used. This is so disturbingly inhuman, this
totally unbalanced contract with a company who tells you what
to do and get threats of being dispelled from the property, where
you have nothing to say about their life threatening doings.
For a big group of artists in Enschede the procedure went to slow.
There was a building and the talks were almost giving an okay. to
start using the building we had in sight. Several times we went in
to check the space, stripped by junkies, the water and electricity
were gone. This wouldn’t be the toughest problem, moving from
place to place or working on the street was more difficult. our
plans where crystallizing for this building. Two weeks before
we actually would get the keys, the city council cancelled the
agreement because of dangerous situations in the building. We
squatted the building the next week and started using the space
as a studio. Some started to live there to have a sort of 24 hour
security, because of the doors which didn’t close.
When I arrived at the new building, all the possibilities were
hanging in the air, the possibility of doing almost anything. I could 21
begin my house in a dirty upper corner and loved the place. This
decision was made in consensual context. We were going through
the building with the group at that time examining the possibilities
of the spaces. The water was just squatted from the neighbouring
building and ran through the whole warehouse to the kitchen in
the front of the space. The first occupiers, Jelle and Jan, already
installed a shower and a sink. I connected a tap nearby the end
of the hall I lived. This hall was approximately 90 meters long and
gave place to, at the moment I came in six artists.
Jan turned the main-switch of the electricity once, and what luck,
the electricity company didn’t cut the building off yet! Dangerous,
certainly, there where thick (125A 400V) cables running maybe
half cut through the steel of the building. After cutting down
the electrical system Jan connected most of the lights again, I
reinstalled the back-hall with high voltage made of 3 phases of
230 volt and reconnecting 3 workspaces and two living spaces
with it. After some lessons in electricity a few others could do the
same trick and all the main places were lit and had 230 and 400
volt.
This way of dealing with space and people was pleasant and the
energy within the group was always more or less proactive and
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creative. We could trust pretty well on each other, complementary
skillsets and work for the building and the social structure.
Jan is till now still working with the stage, as a sound-technician,
and he wanted to have his own stage pretty passionately. He
collected so much equipment and is capable of giving free parties
anywhere and give intimate band nights in Studio Complex.
Almost every two weeks there are three bands playing in the
range of (all the sub-styles of) punk, hard and emocore, electronic
live sets in a big variety. He is for the rest antifa (antifascist action)
and believes deeply in anarchy. In the group he is more or less the
only one, but when I have time I always like it to go dumpster
diving with him (getting food out of a supermarket container at
night).
Where antifa and anarchy are combined by practitioners, it can
be a place within a more artistic environment. Not that it attracts
each other or strengthens each theory, an artist likes freedom
of movement in any direction. For the anarchist freedom of
movement is a human “right” (Kropotkin, pag 54). Those morals
are easily adaptable in a place where artists need to work
together or next to each other. But inevitably somewhere there
comes conflict when anarchist ideas are also in favour of animal
rights. Most artists in this group are not thinking of any rights at
all, we all just do. So if X only eats cheap deep-fry meat it hurts
the anarchist, all the way to the inner limits of equality. Other
conflicts also occurred between artists who thought someone
else’s freedom was blocking the other’s freedom, and sometimes
there were just those conflicts. But in a way it is blocking the
equality that every individual would like to obtain, someone’s ego
can sometimes be a bit too big to work in a the same space as
the other’s.
In this situation we established a small enclave within a cityframe again. Where workers, as how Hannah Arendt describes in
her book The Human Condition (1958), working with their hands
and are the only exception which society is willing to grant a life
outside the labouring society [Arendt, 1998, 127). What can be
stated here already, in the light of other books [De Cauter, De
Roo, Vanhaesebrouck, 2011, 10, 21, 55, 95, Bourriaud, 2009, 48] is
that this grant for working needs to establish itself in the market,
the creative industry or as an “autonomous working artist” as a
company, see the essay by Vanhaesebrouk “As dead as a Dodo?
Commitment beyond Post-modernity”, (essay in Reflect #8).

draw/notes
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draw/notes
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Chapter II

History of Needs
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2.1 Short history lesson
With a historic perspective from the late 19th century, masses came
together around cities to start working in the factories, having
such heavy working conditions the workers formed worker unions.
Industrial capitalism, evolved out of 17th century trade-capitalism
and the thinkers of the enlightenment brought big differences
within society. The labourers making objects of consumption
where they could build their lives around [Sanders, 2010, 20,
Arendt 1998, 99, 124, 126]. Political ideologies sprouted on the
behaviour of the masses and how capital was divided. Anarchy,
communism, fascism, socialism, liberalism, ideologies in the field
of how to guide people or masses in a society could be controlled
or take control over their own lives. Marx’s socialism grew within
society; the workers felt strong together, to have a voice in this
time of change [Sanders, 2010, 27]. In a clashes of classes and
masses, World War II was the crystallization of mass-hysteria and
showed the horrors of national socialism. Stalin showing the worst
sides of communism and meanwhile the West assumed liberal
democracy was the most righteous for society and rejected any
other political ideology, having it’s system settled with labouring
27
force under bourgeois regime [Sanders, 2010, 23, 25].
With the rebuilding after WWII the personal space became
the play-field of the individual worker. Companies, building new
markets of consumption when the wealth came back, were well
informed of Freudian psychology to speak not of functions but
about inner desires for products, environments etc., planting the
seed for post-modernism and the revolution of the self. People
had their own inner desires and style and had the possibility to
choose [Curtis, 2005].
Whereas in the beginning of the century the function of a
product was to advertise, after the war the way an object works
is by triggering a man’s desire for ownership. Liberal democracy
did this job for the labourers and the corporations who made
the world go round. Western countries made with their history
in colonization quite a nice web of possibilities for corporations
to bloom. Making it affordable to manufacture goods in cheaplabour-countries, and making a spectacle around sales. Leaving
tax heavens untouched and leaving the stock-market do what it
can do best, making money out of nothing. And with this liberal
system crashes need to occur. The philosophy behind liberalism is
that there is liberty and equality for everyone, similar to anarchy,
although liberalism is concerned with money from the very start

as well. From within liberal democracy, this money, capital, makes
people greedy. One function of a capitalistic liberalism is that it
needs to make profit, it needs to manufacture greed. Every now
and then that system of growth needs to shrink, because nothing
can grow forever, especially when the biggest number of global
citizens don’t benefit by it. It looks like we are surprised by this
ongoing circle with crises [Sanders, 2010, 18], but a failing system
needs to recover and change, how Serres states:
Recovery implies a new state, as if remodelled by the organism’s
new efforts. A crisis propels the body either towards death or to
something new it is forced to invent.
[Serres, 2009]
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Later he states it could be even worse, a system in an unstable
and chaotic situation [Serres, 2009, xiii]. Could we be there now?
The liberating 60’s was a powerful reflection and insight in
global happenings and unbalance in the world. In the meantime
people got more aware of the power of the individual and the
organization in action groups. For many activists in Europe a more
social awareness and self actualization had to be translated in
political ideas [Brass, Poklewski, 1997, 16]. The riots around the end
of the 60’s marked great changes within society, within individual
growth and within socially engaged politics. This movement made
achievements in counter politics and new social structures, and a
great leap for the individual itself. In 1967 Guy Debord, member
of the Situationist International, wrote an opening essay on what
was happening in society with his book “Society of the Spectacle”.
Raoul Vanegeim enriched the minds with his “Revolutions of
Everyday Life” (French 1967, first English translation 1983) giving
the people enough radical input to throw the system of it’s feet...
But somewhere this revolution didn’t manage to divert the
growing of neo-liberalism [Baudrillard, 2010, 11, 15]. The dividing
forces of this time made the possibilities for ruthless individuals
and companies to abuse resources and cheap labour countries.
Blinding human society with a spectacle to gain over populations
far from our spretty luxurious life.
This spectacle continues to strengthen itself [Debord,1998, 2].
Paradoxically by naming the spectacle (Baudrillard, Debord,
Vanegeim) it looks as if it only strengthens itself with all the
critiques made by these critical thinkers. After the 70’s the
liberalization and privatization of common goods and services

take an enormous leap forward into neo-liberalism policies set
out by Reagan and Thatcher.
The structures forthcoming, which has its origins in the beginnings
of slavery, Christianity and the proletariat are going on into the
20th century making the most of society dependent on their own
labour and making labourers into modern slaves. Baudrillard
questions; “Have we become the hostages of a global market
under the definitive sign of globalization?” [2010, 42] . You have
the freedom to choose a job, enjoy the weekends, and return
to the job again [Vanegeim, 2006, 52]. This circle can not be
stopped, the obligations people made for themselves make them
obedient to their job, and we all live to “Make a Living” [Arendt,
1998, 127]. With the 9 to 5 set-up we work the whole year long
(except 3 weeks of holiday (NL)), in the middle ages we worked
half the year 11 hours a day [Arendt, 1998, 132]. It is more or less
levelled out through the years, but the time for leisure and self
improvement is for the few hours after work, and you need to be
persistent with yourself and others to learn next to your job.
And there is a percentage of people who don’t work for their
living, or hardly work but rely on the work of others, the bosses,
and people with a greedy appetite for money [Serres, 2014, x]. 29
Workers in the neo-liberal doctrine can achieve wealth by sly
constructions in loans and mortgages, and if you are in the money
business you can get rich [Sanders, 2010, 18]
But something has changed in the first world and with the act
of globalization. The emancipation of the slave within the first
world and America makes the distinctive line between labourer
and master more diffuse. The neo-liberal democratic system
of the “Happiness of the greatest number” [Arendt, 1998, 133]
makes this society into a fools paradise, making it as easy to let
society consume anything to the point that nothing is saved but
consumption and annihilation through consumption [ibid].
The society of the spectacle only deep-ended...[P.M. 2011, 9]. We
can not talk any more about the society of the spectacle or a
consumer society, when it has persisted for so long, and nobody
really knows it’s state of being. Now you are rich, now you are
poor, or vice versa. It is the normative, and it can only get more
twisted. “The capitalist machine replaces local codes with flows
of capital, delocalizes the imagination, and turns individuals into
labour power.” [Bourriaud, 2009, 47]
Hegemony is coined by Butler, Laclau and Zizek [2000, 2] and
Baudrillard [2010, 33] and is the next step after domination. A

hegemony of world power dominates networks, calculation and
integral exchange
“It works through general masquerade, it relies on the excessive
use of every sign and obscenity, the way it mocks its own
values, and challenges the rest of the world by its cynicism
(“Carnivalization”). Classical, historical domination imposed a
system of positive values... Contemporary hegemony relies on a
symbolic liquidation of every possible value.”
[Baudrillard, 2010, 35]
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Hegemony is by definition unfinished and unstable, or this is part
of it’s structure (Butler, Laclau, Zizek, 2000, 2). The ability to
being undefinable makes it even harder to know how to overcome
hegemony. Baudrillard states it needs to be transformed from
the inside, rather than classical domination which could be
overthrown from the outside [Baudrillard, 2010, 34].
To invert or revert hegemony we need to look at what happens
inside. What happens there is us, we let this hegemonic system
live and yet we can do something about it. Even Marx is back in
the picture, when a global hegemonic system is everywhere the
link to a post-structuralist theory which can be made by Chantal
Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau at least in their book “Hegemony and
Socialist Strategy” (1985). This for me will be read somewhere in
the future and we will leave this there for now.
Where we need to begin change here-now or now here or
nowhere.
And then I found this in my Internet wanderings:
Happiness has always been dangerous to capitalism, and
perhaps we won’t move on until we realize that Utopia is not
something out there. It is not ‘no place’, but ‘this place’. It is
about belonging now, here, and here now. It is about being so
thoroughly in the present that the future belongs to us. It is what
Ernst Bloch called the ‘Utopian Moment’: the split second before
anything is done, where everything is possible… Why wait?
[Isa Fremeaux & John Jordan, 2010]

What we see now is the increase of the crises in credit, economic
and environmental issues [Sanders 2010, 18, Serres, 2009, ix].
With the decreasing of biodiversity, the dimunition of natural
materials, the going up in smoke of our very cherished paradise,
the garden of Eden is already burned through our exhausts before

we even had a glimpse of it, we are just witnessing the outcome
of a global human situation of what has never occurred in history
[Serres, 2009, 15]
We can and will change if we change ourselves by the very
beginnings, by new divined and old needs [Bourriaud, 2009, 46].
And this is something very hard… Where to begin, if you don’t
know what beginning is? [ibid, 48] Begin to think, begin to talk,
begin to write, begin to act, begin to do, BEGIN!
The funny thing that I see now when thinking more and more
about it is that begin is the same word in German, English and
Dutch.
Maybe here it is the time to spread the new ideology, the ideology
of Todolism. Because utilitarianism sounds so difficult and (post)
structuralism doesn’t match my colour. I like to keep things simple,
I like to understand them from bottom up:
I AM A TODOLIST.

2.2 Prehistory and the State of Nature
To begin with human development on this planet, we need to go
back to the very beginning of humankind.
In the very beginning we were part of the natural balance, small
groups of people were roaming with the animals on what now
is Africa. They learned how to use things around them, stones,
branches and with this they could better adapt themselves
for survival. The elements they were encountering were still
bearable. Life was simple, the community was in balance with the
food gathered from the land around them. The gatherer hunter
society had a nomadic life for what had existed for as long as
550,000 years. Progress went slow and the equipment was
simple: spear, knife, hammer, axe. With these tools they were able
to support their needs of shelter and other important utensils.
After these 550,000 years humans began to spread over the
continents. These groups became tribes with their own rituals,
hunting and survival skills. The first signs of art in Europe date
back to 40,000 bc, with paintings and sculptures already having
a distinctive quality.
This makes an important image of what we now have from our
very early ancestors. The way it is painted, the illustrations
itself, they are all examined and adored. This already shows the
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importance of art within society, where George Henri Luquet
is quoted by Bataille in “The Cradle of Humanity” (2005), that
this primitive art can be seen in relation where children are with
watching, understanding and repeating the form in drawing
[Bataille, 2005, 35]. Bataille, and I can agree with him, has a total
different approach on the function and quality what the ‘primitive’
man had in mind when drawing or sculpting. It is the ability to
honour and show your wishes for the hunt, the notion that you, as
hunter take a life and this life needs to be honoured as something
more powerful than the human [ibid, 25, 49, 100].
Here the laws of nature ruled, humans were part of it and were
reliant on each other in between the abundance and horrors of
nature. You could take a life, but nature would take lives too. The
notions of these values, of these raw laws of life and nature, made
the earth and the living nature on it magical and spiritual. I don’t
know if primitive men saw themselves already outside nature,
Bataille writes about the notion they had in relation with the
painting, the animal was the subject [ibid, 50], man itself was in
front and could be partly neglected by the painter or ritual.
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In fact, what is certain is that the image they left us amply
testify to a humanity that did not clearly distinguish itself from
animality, a humanity that did not transcended animality. ...And
this characterizes very broadly all of primitive humanity, for
whom ordinary animality is rather divine.
[Bataille, 2005, 55]

What needs to be mentioned next to this is that the figurative
power of art in very different regions of the world have beautiful
resemblances of animals. People were never as realistic as the
hunted animals, existing out of mere lines and without any facial
distinction. This is seen all over the upper palaeolithic world,
where the paintings and sculptures resembled a better body
there wouldn’t be a definite face [ibid, 168]. What to think of this?
Bataille thinks of a prohibition in portraying the human face,
worldwide? I would think the divine of the killed animal had to
be resembled as for the human it would be the end of his life?
Betraying the Gods?
To get a bigger picture of the state of nature, not only art is
giving answers. For me there is already a big truth in the fact
that creative expression was one of the first distinctive abilities
of early men. Showing the place early people gave themselves

inside the living world around them and feeling the urge to honour
the animals which fed them. Giving themselves a place less divine
then animals in the kingdom [ibid,169].
If we put the theory of Hobbes next to this, quoted in “An
introduction to Political Philosophy” [Wolff, 2006, 8], Hobbes’s
theory is of a cruel man. Without any morals, social feelings or the
ability to form basic needs for the environment he is in. Hobbes
was a materialist living around 1630 and witnessed the horrors of
the English civil war. It coloured his way of looking at people. The
state and government were necessary to keep society from falling
in a state of all against all. Everything he explains about human
behaviour is treated as a machine, a machine that had to be in
motion as long as it lived; “Life it selfe is but Motion, and can never
be without Desire” (Hobbes, Leviathan, 1651, 130). In Hobbes’s
state of nature we will always be on guard for our property. We
will never trust anybody and people have the urge to show power
over others, making people kill each other to gain power. There
are laws in Hobbes’s state of nature, nineteen, more or less moral
codes for living humane. But if some people neglect these laws,
worldwide suspicion breaks out. Within Hobbes view the state of
nature would therefore be always a state of war [Wolff, 2006, 33
11]. What Hobbes maybe didn’t know were all kinds of primitive
tribe’s living in the world in his time. Which had and still have a
reasonable life.
----ADVERTORIAL----What is very interesting to watch for this is the documentary
series “Tribe” with Bruce Parry, made under the BBC wings
(2005-2013). He’s exploring and invading indigenous tribes
around the world to feel and live as an indigenous person. You
can see how different tribes around the world do have a life in a
state of nature, if it would be explained as a slowly evolved livingsystem where the people still live in relative harmony with their
environment.
I think, with the watching and reading I did, people are capable
of creating stable communities up till a certain size. If you see the
documentary about the inhabitants of the forests of Papoea NewGuinea, where (excuse me, before Christian missionaries came)
they ate humans, they also had a territory and small groups of
befriended tribes in this territory. But if some one did anything
wrong it could end up that someone else would eat him. The tribes
were always in a state of suspicion, always feared someone could
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kill and eat them. But it also looked like they were quite common
to the feeling and now with Christianity it never occurred any
more. At least there where the missionaries brought Jesus-peace.
The people Parry visited were very suspicious, aiming arrows and
walking anxiously around him. Peace could be given by tobacco
or cigarettes.
This is easily one of the most dangerous ideas in human thought I
think, you never can be sure if your action did something wrong to
someone else and the penalty is to be eaten, beginning with your
brain. What helps are the coalitions you can make with others
but you never know for sure [ibid, 16]. And still, in this very hostile
setting, it is capable for men to live in “balance” with the others.
Suggesting Hobbes is doubting too much on the capability
of men to produce, socialize and find balance in very different
environmental situations without government, law or a state.
Being suspicious doesn’t mean you can’t do the things you need
to do for a living, protection and reason are just two techniques
of defense.
Besides Hobbes also Locke wrote about the state of nature,
described in “An introduction to Political Philosophy” (Wolff,
2006). Human species had more social capabilities, found
reason and the law of God to achieve peace, freedom, wealth
for themselves and others. Suggesting the moral obligations to
God and one another to keep humankind preserved as much as
possible [ibid, 18]. But when the law of nature is violated each
of us has the right to punish. Problem is morals and rights will
defer in a state of nature, this will lead to differences and greed
[ibid, 23]. Both Locke and Hobbes lived in the 17th century where
the church was still of a respectable size and the natural morals
and rights giving direction to the peasants and workers. These
two theories show an almost impossibility of the state of nature,
leading only to inconveniences that only multiplied. The creation
of civil laws becomes imperative [ibid, 23] they think.
Rousseau (1712-1778) had definitely a different opinion, as do I,
he believed humans have a strong need to feel compassion, and
this was not taken into account by neither Hobbes nor Locke.
Rousseau didn’t doubt that it wouldn’t be possible to return to
a state of nature, as “civilized society” was corrupted, tainted
and softened by education, the arts and sciences [ibid, 25]. We,
he suggests, have a natural aversion to harm and try by any
means to avoid it [ibid], with few desires (food, sex and sleep).
What is strange in Rousseau’s idea’s is that the savage human

being is solitary, his idea of compassion doesn’t make family
bonding or use the positive functions of collaboration. Rousseau
is qualifying this in a much later state of the evolution of men,
because of man’s ability to self-improve. This, he said, was the
source of all human progress and misfortunes [ibid, 27]. As the
population grew, scarcity came too, the ability of improvement
made it possible to work the land, and to make work easier with
tools. But this awakens man’s pride and intelligence. With these
innovations comes also the co-operation and herewith together
the feelings of conjugal love and paternal affection [ibid, 28]. With
co-operation comes leisure time. By all conveniences the savage
man can create luxury goods, man, so he states, now develops
what we could call ‘corrupted needs’. We come dependent on
these luxury’s [ibid]. As societies develop, so do languages, and
the opportunity for comparison of talents. This gives rise to pride,
shame and envy.
The real rot sets in with the long and difficult development of
agriculture and metallurgy. From here it is a short step to claims
of private property, and rules of justice. But private property
leads to mutual dependence, jealousy, inequality and the
slavery of the poor.
[Wolff, 2006, 29]

Wolff’s explanations are very interesting and substitute the
idea that the state of nature is a cruel place. Rousseau’s ideas
are definitely more easing to the rudimentary capabilities of
the human species. They more or less converge with the much
younger observations and thoughts made by Bataille. As where
Rousseau is fitting the ideas in a more romantic setting, there
are definitely roots to obtain by these ideas, which includes in
environmentalism and anarchy. The biggest complaints Rousseau
is making towards modern civilisation is maybe also the lack in
early anarchy to obtain insight in the darker sides of people. This
will be mentioned in a later paragraph. Bataille showed in his
“Cradle of Humanity”, through observations by anthropologist
Eveline Lot-Falck, Siberian tribes still living in that time are in
close resemblance to the first civilized men. Although they knew
agriculture and raising cattle they preferred hunting and living off
the land in a society without political hierarchy. Thus they never
forgot the importance of the land around them, and maintained a
close relationship with the animals they hunted, considering them
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as equals [Bataille, 2005, 163].
From this point we can also see a close resemblance with the
theories of Serres that already for long nevertheless was still
good to begin with, and a natural contract should be made.
The natural contract (Serres, 2011) is combining the laws of
nature with the laws of men. Whereas the laws of men need to
implement the laws of nature, creating a contract with the most
important player, the earth around us. I will dive into this a little
later.
Also the practical theory by p.m. (Hans Widmer, Bolo’Bolo, 2011)
can be seen with thorough connections to a state of nature. In
short he’s suggesting a world-state with small communities,
the Bolo’Bolo. Each with specific work and all autonomously
operating. With this situation the ability of personal and social
growth can be maintained and intensified.

2.3 Squatting
36

To frame social and cultural movements nowadays there was
extensive research, not only on squatting, by the New Social
Movement theory (NSM). With this theory social movements with
different motives for action are structured and can be better
explained and understood. “NSMs are said to have a network
structure and an informal, unstable and enthusiastic model of
organization, which offers participants the flexibility to be active
without fixed commitment” [SqEK, 2010, 19]. little further in the
text there is a bit of a disturbing contemporary explanation by
Kriesi (1989), “...NSM as belonging to a specific section of middle
class: cultural and social service providers” nonetheless true for a
quite fair amount of squats and social movements. Further stated
is that:
“NSM differ from other movements because they focus not only
on political goals but also on cultural objectives, on enacting
a cultural identity (Melucci, 1989; Polletta and Jasper, 2001)...
literature on NSM suggests that activists tend to be active in
more than one of the movements that make up this movement
family.”
[SqEK, 2010, 20]

Contrasting to this is a text by Benford (2009):

...”that emphasizes demands and the agency of activists who
design frames to organize experience by simplifying and
condensing aspects of ‘the world out there’, to find resonance
and to guide action.”
[SqEK, 2010, 20]

My research didn’t pass this essay but reading this little text
shows it’s relevance to my own research and the project
PostNorma within the Amsterdam cultural scene. Within the
movements, especially with squatting, there are huge differences
in involvement. A lot of squatters feel the need to fight for equal
rights and against injustice and are often socially engaged. This
can be in the broadest sense of the term, and with the motivation
or involvement in all kinds of intensities. To make the list even
bigger of possibilities see SqEK, “Squatting in Europe”, (2010, 18),
where Pruijt works out the list of essays and books exploring the
difficulty to categorize motives of squatters, where Pruijt states
that; “...any of these interpretations will fit somewhere, some time,
to some extent and in some way”. For making distinctive categories
he uses the contingency theory (McAdam and Scott) to explain 37
the differences in squatting, which is explaining diversity as: “The
result of adaption to optimize efficiency and effectiveness.” In the
squatting scene are more or less five different ‘types’ of squatters,
Pruijt continues [SqEK, 2010, 21]:
1 Deprivation based
2 Squatting as an alternative housing strategy
3 Entrepreneurial squatting
4 Conservational squatting
5 Political squatting
What they all have in common is the need to break a lock.
What they also have in common is that they take the right in their
own hands to find a dwelling, which is affordable and to maintain
their own ideas. On the housing and office market is always a
lot of friction space. This space is stated to be needed for a
healthy liberal environment for investors and interested persona,
translated from Dutch, friction-vacancy [CBS, 2013, 15; PBL
2014] is considered a necessity. But in 2013 the Netherlands had,
and maybe is still having, the highest vacancy on office and store
space, respectively 16% of office space and 8% of store space
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[FMM, 2013; PBL, 2014]. Both PBL and FMM state that this
amount is too high. In the housing supply is an overall percentage
of 5,5%. All numbers are from 2013 and claimed to be rising in the
future. Squatting principles often go against unbridled developerprojects, the demolishing of old and functional spaces and the
speculation on the housing and office market [SqEK, 2010, 3]. In
many squats there is always a place to sleep, squatters know that
finding a place to sleep sometimes is difficult. And after evictions
people are sometimes homeless for a couple of days or weeks.
The first type happens in Amsterdam with the actions of “We
are Here”. This project got national interest with the help of
squatters and artists. “We are Here” is a fluctuating group of
around 150 refugees from all kind of backgrounds who tried to
get asylum but ended up in the streets. Squat groups who are
well organized and have the know how to deal with press and
action helped the group to find a place to stay and making it into
an national issue. The municipality of Amsterdam did something
pretty wrong. With every eviction humanitarian organizations get
involved nowadays as well, like Amnesty International (gathered
from http://wijzijnhier.org). This impact is the cause of motivated
groups and individuals and can make up for huge social progress.
With the alternative housing strategy, people are mostly middle
class with no children and young. This sort of squatting is
interesting for people with a different idea of living, like communal,
work-private mingled, interests to primitive circumstances. For
this reason also a big variety of buildings is suited. Not only
normal housing, but also office buildings, warehouses and stores
are a possibility. Every situation creates a different approach, and
creates new possibilities. It also avoids waiting lists, bureaucracy,
contracts and legal permissions on living communally, self made
restorations, working and living together, living in non-livable
places. In the meantime it creates self reliance, self-organization,
liveability, pride and autarky [SqEK, 2010, 28]. To know your
less or in-dependent gives the pride and energy for making the
changes more visible and distribute know-how. Within the squatcommunity there is an enthusiastic approach towards solutions in
a dwelling or with the environment.
With the social attitude of most squatters it works to get people with
contrasting attitudes in action for i.e. equal rights demonstrations
and the forming of legal action groups (Greenpeace, groenfront,
de kabouterbeweging, Reclaim the Street). A lot of squatters are
involved with the DIY culture, this is about the mentality of taking

the right to act in your own hands, and work for your and each
others independents and the community, not necessarily making
stuff you need [Brass, Poklewski, 1997, 7].
Quote from H. Priemus in his introduction to squatting in
Amsterdam:
By this time (1980), the squatter movement was no longer
concerned solely with the housing shortage; it had embraced
a whole string of causes: anti-militarism, anti-nuclear weapons,
anti-nuclear energy, anti-apartheid, anti-racism, emancipation
of women, animal rights and, later, environmental conservation
[Priemus, 2011].

This concerns mostly the political squatters, who are more active
in activists areas of the movement. Squatting gives them a
platform and a place to depict strategies and a social background
without critics. With very engaged political squats where almost
everybody is suspected the notion of underground movement
becomes very apparent. The closed door is keeping everybody
out who must stay out, i.e. cops and the fear of undercover cops
is pretty high. In some cases they seek the confrontation on 39
purpose, with the political background of fighting the system as
they oppress us. This often led to confrontations within the squatcommunity as well [SqEK, 2010, 48].
With the entrepreneurial squatters it is again different. Some
make their own beer in the quantities to support events (in
Villa Friekens i.e. with paint’n’beer). Brewery het IJ, begun in a
squat and is now a thriving company [ibid, 37]. Many other
cultural and musical venues in the Netherlands started inside
the squat-movement. This can also be the critical point with the
entrepreneurial squatters, it is sometimes economically driven,
as soon there is a thorough position inside the normal economic
structure they leave the scene without sometimes mention their
roots or the possibilities they gained by squatting.
The positive act of squatting with an artistic practice I felt myself
already for a long time. The ability to structure and form your
local environment with the group and by yourself help to establish
a certain level of self-actualization and social-realization [ibid,
29]. Without living in a group I would definitely be someone else.
The group structure helps to relativise your thoughts, to organize
bigger events and to gain a platform and feedback. Within the
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years of squatting I developed the skills of organizing events
with others, such as exhibitions, dinners, festivals, parties and we
gained tool usability together. Without the ability to squat my
life would have never grown as it did. Artistic workspaces and
the ability around these breeding grounds and free grounds
could help the deformation of the ongoing standardization in
the capitalistic globalization [Bourriaud,2009, 17]. He even
calls it a mission for the contemporary arts to gain resistance
instead of individual gain. I feel the necessity and the urge of
sharing this drive, it is a wonderful ability of grouped individuals
within free zones that they make out of almost nothing. Without
policies and contracts from the outside. The Arts and squatting
have the utmost possibility to give positive change to areas. It
is a combination of two vital powers that can criticize, act and
convince, coming out of true passion, devotion and strong notions
for equality [SqEK, 2010, 6].
A good example about this energy is given in “Reflect #8, Art and
Activism in the Age of Globalization” (2011, 299), by the co-founders of ‘The Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination’. After they
were invited by the alter-globalization movement for the social forum, London, and witnessed the encapsulation of this movement
by traditional left (political) movements with hierarchical and manipulative structures. They left the forum for this and the traditional way of showing art representation as how bad the world was
not to change the world. They went into a squat nearby, as part
of the Autonomous Spaces group, and created a place where artistic tactics and creative interventions were made within a weeks
notice and going into the streets at the end for direct action. This
could work perfectly with the combination of direct action tactics
from the squat and radical movements and the creative input was
given by the artists. It worked very well and fell into individual
groups as planned, being a system that is quickly formed and that
can accelerate within days and loose it’s platform again, only to
rise somewhere else.

2.4 Anti Squat and the Creative City
In the early 80’s when the squat-community had it’s peak, antisquat companies were started. The anti-squat companies gained
further reputation in the 90’s and was quickly the alternative for

many housing and workspace seekers. Where the squat-law still
gave the opportunity to squat your own dwelling, the easiness
and flexibility of the anti-squat was preferred by most young
entrepreneurs and it gave the opportunity to municipalities and
companies to reoccupy empty real estate in a quick and easy
way. Now they had a company to talk to, who also respected the
questions and comforts of other companies, and speculators.
Anti-squatters or property-guards have few rights, as mentioned
above in the Studio Complex text. Privacy rights and the right for
house-peace, and evictions in 14 days notice, rights in the Dutch
constitutions, are put aside by the anti-squat agencies. Claiming
the people who live as guards are not renters, thus have different
rights [SqEK, 2010,5; Priemus, 2011,2].
When finally, after 7 years of liberal pushing, the anti-squat
law was implemented, the squat movement was determined to
go on. What was a significant addition in the defending of the
anti-squat-law (Netherlands, October 2010) by the liberal party
VVD, was the ability of self-direction inside squats. The liberals
were scared of different thinkers who were gathering in squats.
And yes, this happens in squats, hopefully in even more places,
and still not enough. It is a vital part of democracy and it gives 41
somewhere the ability for the community of a nation to find
different ways through ideology and philosophy to guide and
help themselves and others and to determine strategies. What
was totally neglected was the incredible underground where a lot
of things begin due to non-regulation. Before the law, squatters
had much more rights then the property-guards, after 2 months
you had renters protection, after a couple of years of occupying
the owner had to buy the squatters out. All this changed after
October 2010. Squatting can be penalised with one year jail, if
there is violence used it can go up to 2 years of imprisonment. But
there was never a story yet of such long penalties for squatters,
also because most municipalities had better things to do than
running after squatters.
In Amsterdam you see the city liberalizing it’s policy on empty
buildings. Some large squats are legalized, squats what have
meanly music and artist studios, workspaces, stages and
sometimes combined with a bar and living facilities are granted
for being a breeding ground. This policy is maintained and at
this moment there is a thriving breeding grounds strategy in
Amsterdam. Breeding-grounds is in the beginning of this century
a target-point for the mayor and the creative industry is the motor
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for the city, calling it in 2004 ‘the Creative City gives space to
talent’ [Duivenvoorden, 2004; Kallenberg, 2004].
The first theory of the creative city was drawn up in 2000 by
Charles Laundry with his essay ‘The Creative City; a toolkit
for Urban Innovators’. At first sight this is a win-win situation
for the municipality and for the artist. Both gain in name and
functionality. The city opens up cheap spaces for artists, making
empty buildings into creative breeding-grounds and lifts it’s name
by coming up for the artist. The artists have more to spend, can
be inside Amsterdam city region, have more freedom inside
and outside the dwelling and gives Amsterdam the reputation
as a “Creative City”. This strategy is not made by Amsterdam
itself, the strategy is totally made upon Richard Florida’s theory
explained in his essay ‘The Rise of the Creative Class’ (2002). The
creative city sounds cool, and many metropoles adopted parts
of this strategy to attract artists and creative industry to boost
their poorer areas [SqEK, 2010, 5; Griffioen, 2014; Kallenberg,
2004]. The “good” thing of creatives, with a pretty open contract,
is, they create stores, bars, workshops, activities, this is a good
thing definitely. But it attracts people who like to be entertained,
people who like the little decorative fringes that artists and
creatives leave visible in the neighbourhood they are stationed
inside. These neighbourhoods were rough neighbourhoods,
maybe where the police didn’t want to enter because of the
hostility. The municipality left residents in their poor situation,
and squatters were often the first who dared to enter these kind
of areas, serving as pioneers. Unintentionally squatters helped
area regeneration with their creative input [SqEK, 2010, 6]. Antisquats and breeding-grounds policy is now used for this purpose
too. After the enrichments of cultural interventions, gentrification
is almost complete. The original residents are replaced to the
outskirts and the new elite is ready to take over the area [ibid,
4]. The creatives did their job, the anti-squat companies retreat
their army and the prices are too high for original residents to
come back or for the artists to maintain their studio, replaced by
trendy bars, galleries, and expensive apartments. This is in short a
very crude explanation of the creative city and the gentrification
process. It won’t work in every case, and it won’t be this black
and white. I talked with neighbours of mine, seeing the rapid
changes in our area in Amsterdam North and asked if they saw
any disadvantages with it, but no, they liked the young ladies and
the more people the merrier, or?

Although legalization of a squat doesn’t need to mean it looses it’s
counter political edge, it is fulfilling a role within a policy, otherwise
it would have been evicted. ADM, a big squat at the outskirts of
Amsterdam has been running now for 15 years as a huge creative
warehouse, where the people create several festivities in a year.
It houses over a 100 people and having workspaces for more
then 60 artists and musicians. It is an official cultural breeding
ground and can maintain it’s position for the time being. Villa
Friekens, a similar squat existing for 17 years, just smaller in size
(30 residents) is in a more critical area in the north, it is on the
edge of a villa area. It has tried several times to come on the
list as a cultural breeding ground but never got this status. On
the contrary, it is time after time awaiting an almost certain and
eventual eviction because the municipality doesn’t want them
there. These two squats give a fair influence on the (sub)culture of
Amsterdam, former squats were already branding assets to use
for other bars and places. Commercial creative venues copied
this more or less looseness and nice ‘second hand eclecticism’
aesthetics [SqEK, 2010, 4].
A little addition for a development in architecture; Urban
Renaissance. This style is celebrated all over Europe, especially 43
Italy. It is named with the regeneration policies and I didn’t
research it that well, but with a bit more research I came upon
a few disturbing facts. Where Urban Renaissance aims for is the
gentrification of every city, demolishing ‘ugly’ skyscrapers’ (okay,
fear deal, but is their any purpose?) and rebuild old fashioned
new buildings, nothing sustainable, nothing refreshing, nothing for
lower incomes. There is already from 1992 a steady development,
without the notions of urban problems as world sustainability,
inequality, poverty, but with the notions of living in condominiums
with work, school, shops in walking distance in city centres.
Highlighting the old ‘values’. A quote:
The Italian cities represent a worldwide patrimony of Mankind,
and for the Italian Nation, an un-valuable richness.
Their skyline reflects a true millennial civilization and an unbeatable trademark. The edifices that arise higher than the
urban fabric always express the community values: the church,
the public palace, the Municipal Building, the Town Hall, the
Government, etc.
[AVOE.org, 2014]

Could this be the effect of the rise of the new rich? The successful

entrepreneurs and business-men who have the money to be
entertained, and who like art in their public space.
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CHAPTER III

Shifting Consciousness
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3.1 Contemporary Issues and a Project
To take the above mentioned into account we can look to the
still going situation in PostNorma, and the role within the bigger
Multipleks of AutoControl Amsterdam. This project started on
the 20th of April after the first squat attempt with the Dirty Art
Department at the Grasweg 51. A beautiful situated building on
the shore of the IJ-river in Amsterdam north.
In the meetings I had with the squat-community for the
preparations for the first squat there was a real scepticism
about the lack of initiative of the group. I more or less shared
the same thoughts. The initiative for squatting came from me
and others were dreaming of possibilities but couldn’t help out
that much. I also lacked clear instructional abilities. Checking
buildings in real, meaning biking around for days, making a list of
possible buildings, looking on the internet for the owner and the
background on sale information, checking them several times for
real again to notice if there had been any life inside or changes in
or outside the building. Checking the door for use, how high is the
grass around, is there a big pile of post? The co-students weren’t 49
too involved in this process.
With the first action we had some help from squatters for breaking
in the door, the action went very smooth and the department in
total was very happy. The squatters were still pretty sceptical
about the group, what a couple of very disorganized people! They
didn’t care that much, they were happy to help us out and we
could begin our activities.
For the first weekend I asked my old friends from Enschede to
build up an exhibition together with the Dirty Art Department. In
this way we could show our aim for the building, using it for art
and practice. Dirty Art students would try to do the advertising,
an event and put their own work inside. It was quite noticeable
the difference in ideas about involvement, Enschede had a van
and trailer full of stuff, didn’t care about the weather conditions
and fixed a nice show together in a day. From the Dirty Art
Department, there were a few who helped out here and there
for the event set-up and the communication was done that night,
instead of the week before.
Okay I had to change my whole belief of when you squat you
can build on each others expertise and involvement. It looked like
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nobody had actually anything to do, or couldn’t think of what he
or she wanted in the space. This is where you dare take action
in your own hands and make something out of nothing, seize the
occasion [Bourriaud, 2002, 16]. The most criminal part is done,
we can do our own stuff now. I had the idea people didn’t really
believe in the opportunities that came with this project. The weeks
we had there I had to deal with the owner who definitely was
against squatting. And no, for him there was nothing arty about
the project. He was certainly stuck in old traditions and beliefs.
We came to an agreement for leaving the space after 3 weeks
of occupation and it was nice to see that in those 3 weeks some
were getting involved. From our lawyer we had heard he thought
it was a good decision to leave peacefully. Something that didn’t
happen too often in the squat scene nowadays. Not that I was
happy with the owner or his lawyer, but fighting in a passive way
and annoy people by not showing up by trial is just not my style.
But later, after our eviction anti-squat came after 2 days inside,
and this did hurt me...
We organized a last “Soundclash BBQ” evening with 2 competing
cars and a built-in sound-system + dj-set from a Rotterdam based
friend of mine. This event was better prepared, the group was
more connected and the DAD was nicely involved. We had around
50 visitors. One of the visitors was Gonzales, a Mexican traveller
who was looking for buildings to squat pretty soon. He had some
buildings in sight, they were empty for several years but it was to
big to do it with the few people he had.

3.2 PostNormal Beginnings
The weeks after our eviction we stayed in contact and went to
different squat-meetings to see if people could help us out. Those
squat-meetings were in places where it was all a bit harder than
the “official” meeting. Social-centres, where a lot of ‘foreigners’,
‘illegals’ and others could hang out, but definitely not the same
as a local bar. The help we had was also less social towards cops
or city council, no, you never talk with that scum. Okay, our view
on these things differ. Yes, I don’t mind talking to police or anyone
else “official”, there’s a fun part still to win in that moment. I would
be the spokesman. In that sense my way of squatting is much softer than how people from an anarchistic or different-relation-to-

wards-Amsterdam squat in Amsterdam. An enemy against you,
you as a squatter always need to defend yourself and your house
against cops and other “officials”. What means living in half a bunker with barricaded windows, extra reinforced doors and being
suspicious towards newcomers [Wolff, 2006, 16] (it could be an
undercover-cop.) The freedom of the squat-movement turns towards themselves, it sometimes feels like. It is evolving with time,
the lack of devotion and activeness makes parts of the movement
into a stand-still. Making some squats as hang-outs, without any
political motive or creative intention. This is definitely not everywhere, Amsterdam could be in particular a place where the easiness of squatting and drug-abuse is killing spirit.
Theo, one of the Dirties, was in this action much more active, and
with this very helpful. I didn’t do to much, someone else had to
do all the stuff I did for preparations, and it was my idea to have
people more involved. Princess jumped in a bit later and together
we prepared in 2 weeks the next action for at least 4 buildings,
maybe 5 if everything went well.
With the action-day 50 people showed up (plus almost everybody
of the DAD) for the “marriage of a cat and dog” (as how it was
pronounced in the squat-community), things were well prepared. 51
We had banners for the fences what stood around the buildings,
Temporary Autonomous Zone revival for sure with poetic terror
on the banners [Hakim Bey, TAZ, 2003, pag 28], three breaker teams, food and beer. The help came from all kind of backgrounds, the squat-community, Sandberg students and just people who wanted to know what this marriage was.
It was a crazy, hectic action for the first 3 buildings, banners going
around, breakers trying to get in, stuff for barricading came out
the car screwed on the windows. But the neighbourhood, or people passing by weren’t that much impressed by our Poetic terror
action. It took an hour before police came to check it out. Yes,
Amsterdam isn’t that quickly impressed any more by public interventions.
One cop came... I handed over the neighbourhood-letter and
explained him our actions and plans; “All okay”... Okay?!, thanks,
“O”, he said “keep the street clean, have a nice day.” So there we
were with actually 2 buildings opened, the 3rd and 4th could be
entered from the roof. There was euphoria by everyone, this went
all so easy!
After a quick lunch and a beer we, the DAD students, decided to
open the last building on the other side of the road. It was a very

funny action, it didn’t look “professional” at all and when the door
was open, some stuff went in for sleeping and while doing some
cleaning, four cops came, much more aggressive than the one
before. Two young ones wanted to show off:
“What’s going on here?
- We squatted this building”, I answered.
The woman of the four, higher in rank wasn’t happy with it.
I explained again and soothed them :
“- relax, it’s the 5th one today here, we just forgot to mention...
- Oh, okay, well then we have nothing to discus any more”
…and off they went.
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I really didn’t know police nowadays were so easy going.
Especially after what people, and in squat meetings told us about
the Amsterdam north cop team; they were a bunch of cowboys,
it could end up in bloodshed and anything else goes. You know
what they say about Amsterdam north; Noord, gestoord (The
North is crazy), common sense in mainland Amsterdam.
The squat before was mentioned in the DAMn magazine, just
before the end. Without telling the producer of the magazine
that we were evicted already the rest of the article came
when we squatted this building, movies, a little manifesto and
a name: PostNorma. PostNorma is now the name of the place
inside AutoControl Amsterdam. Inside AutoControl Amsterdam
is also the Babylon Club and social-centre Krakaoke Bar. The
Babylon Club is a shared disco space and the Krakaoke Bar is
a squatters’s run bar and once a week restaurant. Punk gigs are
sometimes there as well, but things are difficult when there is no
water, electricity or heating...

3.3 PostNorma? Gulp
14 April 2014
About the project Phoe-nix-Lab...
Social structure, anarchistic structure, no structure.
Where is the coherency of the group, is there a group?
Why do I want to push this, I felt the need to have a working-

space for me and other students of the Sandberg. Only Dirty Art
Department? No everybody can join in if they are engaged, is this
group engaged? I don’t know, do I feel that we want the same? No.
We need to come together and speak about our wishes. Having
big structural changing plans but can I pursue them alone? I
don’t think so. I need people with the same kind of goals! But is
this group good also with the influence of the squat community?
What does the squat community stand for? Do I have a shared
goal with them, sort of but my ideas are too soft for most. I would
like to change with a social touch: people can have property if
they can share. Think of the Bolo Bolo, where everybody is having
a box of a particular size with personal belongings [p.m., 1985, 81].
I came to the DAD to make a parabaloon, instead I have world
changing ideas, the idea I know all the answers. But it’s dragging
me down. Was this my intention? At the DAD it’s good that there’s
an open structure for every thought, in beginning nothing is
wrong, it is also a big challenge to overcome your own thoughts,
shaping the world, or surroundings, as you have in mind. It doesn’t
need to fit in any political, social, or whatever idea. My idea is
now floating between self reliance, DIY, squat, anarchy, anticapitalism, Serresian thoughts. We need to consider the third 53
player [Serres, 2014, 31], but I’m the only one in the group...
Is it going to help world or regional politics with one project like
this where I don’t have the feeling the group is behind the same
goal. Group dynamics is about knowing at least each others
values, goals, life-ideas or ideologies. If the group is coming
together like this, a big variety of nationalities, only brief talks
about ideas, very different ideas about the future and maybe not
even the motivation to work together, how can this ever work? Is
this a group?
Coming back to nationalities, I don’t think this is the biggest
problem to overcome, but someone from a warm region has never
really faced ‘extreme’ colds, the practicalities are already difficult.
In words ideas are quickly said but many have problems to begin
or have the self reliance to start something from scratch out of
them.
Stated in group dynamics psychology, in a group you need to
feel acceptance, the freedom to give feedback and to confront,
give space to personal interventions, openness and the ability to
experiment [Remmerswaal, 2004, 75]. This it at this moment not
happening. I feel I need to keep the group together and within the

time it is already falling apart in different groups. What happens
here in AutoControl? It is a steerless ship agreed on by the Dirty
Art Department, the municipality of Amsterdam (they keep silent,
and so confirm) and is another squat in the scene.

3.4 The Norming kicks in
Extended 23 May 2014
PostNorma project and onwards
In this very moment it is hard to get enough distance to the project
to write objectively about it. The toilet has just been fixed, without
water yet, the rain-tank is installed and half full so I can flush the
toilet for approximately 7 or 8 times before the next rain needs
to fall. The sun is shining for the last 4 days brightly, very nice
weather, the rain that was predicted is falling somewhere else...
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The group is divided more or less into people who live above
the Krakaoke bar, the 2 living in the Distel Corner and the Art
students above the PostNorma exhibition-space, I live in the box
upstairs from the Babylon Club.
Now after 4 weeks of occupying the buildings on the Papaverweg
there are a lot of new ideas and even more things to do...
Squatted with people of the squat-movement means there are
almost always guests, the tempo lays low and people have
different approaches on the space and how to enhance or take
control over the space. Different backgrounds and a global
group means a lot of talking and getting people motivated is
even a different task. Every week there is a meeting to discuss
more global ideas for the space and time. This is a good thing,
except that ideas are sometimes hard to bring together. We also
don’t want to have a specific leader, some say they’re anarchists.
I believe in everybody’s capability to be motivated in the progress
of the place and spaces. A group without leader and where
everybody should feel the same capabilities is different. A group
without a leader already had a long term commitment with the
group, herewith it implies several years of transformation. But
then, is opening a group with anarchistic motives doomed to fail?
Within the grassroot movement, anarchistic groups consensus
decision-making is the way to make decisions and is the best

way a group can make decisions [Remmerswaal, 2004, 252].
It worked in ancient times (north American Indians did it for
centuries [consensus PDF, 2010]) and never lost it’s functionality,
it can just take very long before everybody can be satisfied about
the outcome. And the lack of involvement makes it even harder to
come through all the points. Somewhere halfway of the meetings
the focus is gone, people walk around, are half stoned or don’t
care about the subject....Aaaargh, why ever begun this project.
I really don’t see why I’m here in between this chaos. Why do I
feel the need to take a leadership role and cut down talks, make
clear points of all what is said, give people a task and try to
make something out of this? I think it was not so hard. After the
years in Enschede I felt the idea people could discus and come
to agreements. But this reality is different and far from balance.
A statement or manifest is in this way hard to make at this moment.
(Question of the department?)
The difference between artistic background and travellers
background is big. A group with artists is more motivated, more
inspired by the space. When the travellers are happy with a room,
a table and a bed, the rest is extra and can be done in a longer
time-span, or not even important. Are there benefits in each 55
others being? What is my f*** motive here?
The project is getting a more legal set up because of a visit by
someone from the city council on the 20th of may, he’s shown only
the spaces where the artists cleaned and where there are clear
ideas of the things that can happen, that’s everything except the
Krakaoke Bar and Distel Corner. There the people have a clear
disrespect towards people from the city-council and want to avoid
all contact. Here lays a difference as well for the well ending of
the project.
Where we, the “artists”, have a clear ending of the project it will
be unclear if the squatters/travellers will leave their building
when it is made ready for demolition.
In this there is my problem with the squatters movement, if you
fight a fight that you cannot win why begin and pollute the good
things you try to show. To change peoples idea on freedom and
ability for self regulation it would be, in my opinion, wise to be
social in the weirdest situation. If you have an enemy why not
show them your heart, so they can strike with one hit?
But no, this is not the way either, big ego’s and asocial people
will benefit by this principle, some just go over dead bodies to

maintain their wealth.
It is about this project, in this setting where we need to focus what
the artists, students, squatters, council members, tutors and other
beneficials have in common, or what it is that is still missing in a
culture-overpopulated city.
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The intentions of the project are quite unique but it happened
for longer when squatting was not prohibited yet. Groups of
art-students would squat for studio-space, law students as an
act for human-rights or architecture students for the protection
of monumental buildings or the never ending building drift of
developers [SqEK, 2003, 11].These groups would find themselves
after graduation on the dilemma of professionalising or stopping
the project-space. In that time maintaining the building was still
worthy because of the Dutch funding structure.
Many squats where legalised after a period of time when it had
a noticeable benefit for the city. Amsterdam has got in that a
wealthy history of squatting and cultural breeding grounds and
stages. I think it can be said that approx 80% of the cultural
venues came from squatting.
Nowadays the squatting is illegal and (art)-students are happy
with the few possibilities they have within their study to show
their work and getting engaged with a space. Or the time already
changed the ideas of people that the borders that are given are
the ones to obey.
It was really noticeable when squatting became illegal that the
main idea of beginning your own space was dropping. In a way
people, as well in the art-academies, are okay with the situation.
But it is still hard to find a place to make work and show work
when you have just finished school. What kind of drift does it
need to be unsatisfied with the common situation and to start
something yourself?
Squatting was an answer to the housing problem in the 80’s, but
not any more. Around the 70’s the Kabouterbeweging (dwarfmovement) was already squatting for social and cultural centres.
Making in Amsterdam the public opinion towards squatting and
their other actions mild. They even got 5 seats in the city council
of Amsterdam. Maybe not in the line of all kabouters.
Squatting gives the ability to people to begin and fail or succeed
in their own speed and sight in a cultural and/or social movement.
When time is always in flux, the change is always necessary
in action and change. This is totally neglected, or even has

distinctively been an against-motive, with the anti-squat law in
2010. The dangers that can breed within a squat could change a
state . This is an outspoken fear of the right-wing party who had
to defend the law.
The time of starting something yourself is better then ever. The
time actually screams again for squatting, the King himself is
ordering a participation-society. But as the squat-movement
witnessed, a squat with good contacts with it’s neighbourhood
and participation-projects such as a community garden and
political talks with political party-members is not the participation
the municipality is happy with.
No it is better to have one day shops, pop-up galleries, the driving
coffee-bar, there is now an overpopulation. It looks like everybody
needs to have their own little business [De Cauter, De Roo &
Vanhaesebrouck, 2011, 15]. Everybody can begin something as
long as you can pay a bill. It needs to look hip, it needs to be
original, it needs to give you the feeling of doing good, organic
and even a sort of squat style is implemented, the popular things
are sucked dry as a Disneyland copyrighting fairytales... Where
are we? Is this my world I live in. IS EVERYBODY HAPPYYYY
57
(enough)?
Hands up in the air, wave them around because no one care...
A little anecdote about Amsterdam. There are so many people
here who think they are great, who don’t look left or right when
crossing the street, blocking the bike road because they’re in such
an interesting talk. The music in the ears are more important than
their and others safety on the street, it is just amazing to see how
much people don’t give a fuck about their behaviour towards
other people. Really amazing. I never witnessed something like
this in any other city anywhere in the world (Like I can mention
Rotterdam, London, Berlin, Perth, Brussels, my girlfriend added
New York to the list).
No... Focus on what this project is about; finding space to make
things happen, in the broadest sense as possible. Creating a
framework for anything. With this, squatting is still the only
possible way to come into a space where there is enough freedom
to live, work, organise and relax in the same building, it doesn’t fit
in a business plan. It is a way of dealing with space and people
that has not been formulated before. This freedom also makes
the obligation to set limits to this freedom. Freedom with more
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than 1 person gives complications to each others freedom. And
this is the interesting part of this project. The new setting with a
new group, with new problems and thereby new solutions make
new connections towards materials, time, social and individual
freedoms and engagement.
This is a place where things can fail and where fights can be
talked over. It is a place where the surroundings do matter for
the things what happen inside. It involves commitment and social
awareness to neighbouring residents, in my opinion. It is important
to have an understanding in each others values, a downside of
being a squatter is that people mainly see you as disturbing.
It is balancing the edge of ‘normal’ civilisation, where water,
electricity and heating needs to be collected and produced. This
makes it a place of inventions for a possible future, a necessity
of real production [Serres, 2007, 4] and finding cheap creative
solutions.
With these ‘standards’ we are living pretty far from the Dutch ones.
And this is what we, as PostNorma, can show to the Netherlands,
Amsterdam and maybe expand further in Western civilisation.
Maybe not in these extremes but you need to show an extreme to
make softer solutions possible for a greater public.
It doesn’t need Amsterdam, it is an island inside an ocean of
possibilities. It could be anywhere. Maybe it is Amsterdam
because the parameters are good. Buildings to be demolished,
all basic requirements gone, it is called an unliveable situation. In
Amsterdam the freedom to squat makes it able to transform this
kind of status into something liveable and workable. The choice in
studying again also led to this decision in finding a place closer to
the Sandberg institute.
With this example of PostNorma it is a lack in opportunities for a
city to not have these kinds of spaces. Where not the hipness or
the best coffee is served but where the freedom is to find other
ways of dealing with local or global problems and solutions. It is
giving the city a place where new stuff can be born, shown and
spread. What is not popular or sellable, or maybe it will be in 10
years or will just change the way some people look at the things
around them, or maybe will be that 2015 hit.
It is a place where an international group has different opinions
about life, work, the future and each other‘s benefits. And that is
okay, we still do live together and tackle the problems that are
coming from within or from outside PostNorma. There is a social

level where we all benefit from each other’s input. In the meantime
there is so much distraction that it is already powerful to have
people focused on a project what is not necessarily working
out as planned. The freedom of movement makes it work, the
freedom of personal change make it work, and with this personal
and social growth of the self, social activation is taking place.
In this there was a big critic and danger about the squat movement,
when they made the law that was making it illegal. The ability for
self-directing, auto-control. A movement what was placing itself
outside the existing law-system. And yes, that is happening inside
the scene, and yes this is also a very important thing to maintain.
And yes for the world where we all live in now it is very important
to show different ways of living, working, dealing with each other
in a very everyday life.

3.5 It looks like it goes
Extended Nov 1 2014
It must be said; A place like PostNorma would grow differently,
maybe more focused or personal, in a smaller city. Does it need to
be Amsterdam where so much is tried, consumed and removed?
But how different a life can be within the city-boarders of
Amsterdam. Living now from the 20th of April without running
drinkable water, electricity or gas from the web we can maintain
a life. Even in the squat-community this is not often done. The
winter hasn’t begun yet, but I foresee problems, some activities
need to take place to let it come. In the past months I showed
how to install a rainwater-tank and have running water for a
toilet and tap. This means an easier toilet-use and the ability to
wash dishes and yourself. For me one of the basics is to maintain
a certain level of elementary needs. With the winter coming the
rainwater-tanks will freeze, or let’s not forget all the small hoses
that come from it. But all this makes it also very real to live like
this, without rain we can not flush the toilet or wash the dishes,
I’m actually more happy with the rain than ever. It’s sometimes
literately a pain in the ass to notice you have no water any more
but it also makes such different thoughts on life. Or the ‘normal’
houses in the Netherlands where it is unthinkable to not have
water or electricity.
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Then after this the installation of solar-panels and the small
system behind it with car-batteries. This includes a transformer
from 12 to 230 volts (Max 350watts), lights for the main living
spaces, a walking light and a 12volt plug for another rechargeable
light and all those little electrical things on 5volt, e.g. telephone,
AA batteries, lights, GPS. This I fixed in the house I’m living in
(the Penthouse), giving already a huge jump in luxury feelings. In
PostNorma therewas a different solution. Two huge car-batteries
are charged with two big panels. After the batteries comes a
fairly big transformer, producing a Max of 800watts, they burn
sometimes a light on it but most of the time they suck the batteries
dry by laptop use and other consumers. I explained to them a
couple of times that the best is to use it for common lights in the
spaces. But they like candles too.
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I noticed that for many people it’s difficult to start from zero. To
have nothing, nobody thinks about that any more. Some things
you can take for granted here. Except when there is a fault in the
electricity- or the water-system. The stories on the news of streets
without electricity; I can laugh about it now, it looks so poor but
actually you miss almost nothing if you’re capable in thinking in
solutions and making the things less dependent on electricity.
We are tap-water- and electricity-junkies. And let us not think
anymore that half the global population what is not even capable
in having the advantages of the amounts of electricity we, Dutch
society, use. Some numbers:
40% of the global population doesn’t have access to a clean
toilet,
10% still does not have improved ways to drinking water [Yale
data, 2012] and
Western countries use 10 times more electricity on average than
the rest of the world [NSF data, 2010]
For me this makes it very feasible to explore new standards. There
is much to change and achieve. An old fashioned way of living
comes back. Where the connection to the neighbourhood is much
more direct. A Dutch children’s song comes to my head; “Twee
emmertjes water halen, twee emmertjes pompen, de meisjes op
de klompen... (Getting two buckets of water, pumping two buckets
of water, the girls on their clogs). A song dating from the 19th
century and linked again to our habit of getting jerrycans with

water at a nearby befriended place. This is sufficient in having
water to drink and to cook the meals in. For the other water-users
there is the cubic meter of rainwater. It is nice to notice that using
a toilet, doesn’t require a water-connection. With a thousand
litres a small group of six people can use the toilet, wash their
hands and do dishes for approximately 2 weeks.
Extended 19 December
Electricity comes from solar panels, car batteries and a small
generator (it produces 2200 Watts Max). In PostNorma a
befriended friend lent us his system. The sad thing is nobody
except me knows (or put the effort in to know) how to make a
12volt lighting system and phone charger. This is something that I
made in the Penthouse I mentioned earlier. It makes life so much
easier when it is getting dark and during the night. Light from
a very small power source makes the living area, in comparison
with the candlelight, already a lot bigger. It makes the house, the
space, bigger to move in. A small system (300Wp solar panels
and 280Ah battery) is sadly not enough for constant laptop use.
So in that case the generator comes in handy. 2000 watt is also
sufficient to host lectures and workshops. Laptops can run, a 61
projector is on or some tools are working. You really don’t need
much for joyful living, maybe it is even better to have as less as
possible, “People will rediscover the value of joyful sobriety and
liberating austerity only if they relearn to depend on each other
rather than on energy slaves.” [Illich, 1973,14].
Aaron made the nice name for our way of living; MedMod lifestyle
(Medieval Modernity). And calling those phantom movements
towards the hotwatertap for instance ‘Normflex’. It is how we
are programmed in standards and learning to develop different
attitudes towards a lot of commodities.
The difference with the medieval times is that this era also
produced a lot of handy products. Also during the last centuries
the developments can be reconsidered. It is not that we need to
neglect modernity, we need to get back to human standards and
environmental efficiency [ibid, 14] So it is not going back to such
times where life was harsh and full of the elemental difficulties.
There is a standard at this moment in PostNorma where life found
a balance in getting water, writing a thesis on a Macbook pro and
cutting the wood for evening heating.

3.6 PostNormal Activities
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Within the group there is not the expected coherence I hoped to
find, nonetheless it is the environment to build on new structures.
People who enter PostNorma come in touch with and enjoy the
different solutions through their simplicity. This simplicity needs
to deepen in the theory between Ivan Illich and Michel Serres.
How to show an open mind towards environmental sounds, smells
and textures? The logics behind are very simple, maybe too
simple to see clearly. Already in a building those signs are easily
neglected. How can people sharpen their senses and listen to
what objects are saying. Because here, there is a lot to win again.
The neglecting or nonchalance or arrogance towards outside
signs is hurting these very objects. This is where Serres is making
the world a subject of what we depend on. And what deserves
a voice we hear, or listen to. Because it gives enough signs but
we don’t understand. It is a language we had for centuries but
now it looks almost forgotten. [Debord, 1998, 31, Foucault, 2002,
48) We need to redefine our vocabulary towards objects and
connections.
For the objects around us, the environment or surrounding area
is the importance of it’s success. They are all connected in a
rhizomatic framework. The spectacle that is deafening us to
all kinds of outside signs (yes, this advert came by already 20
times; Oh, this drink is giving me wings? Let’s sell it to young
children) never talks about our impact on the environment or the
connections from human species inside it’s habitat. We lost this
connection by the spectacle already for a long time. By constantly
mocking it’s own values all values have lost their significants
[Baudrillard, 2010, 35].
But how to escape the spectacle within the spectacle. Or use it
as it is using any good intention to it’s own benefits. I think it is
best not to think of it and neglect these influences [TAZ, 2003,
126]. I always wanted to catch some cops, handcuff them and
say to them their rights within my opinion... It’s a mere clownish
approach and won’t result in the change what comes. Let’s travel
to Mexico and harvest, and produce the coffee beans we will use
to drink in a lifetime and thank the farmers for keeping the trees
in such a good shape. Bringing tools and products where they
can work with more efficiency and have time to grow in personal
means [Illich, 1973, 12].

These are dreams and would make little difference, but are
righteous to our use of products and needs, getting the level of
wealth globally more equal. The biggest difference that can be
made might just be in front of you. If there needs to be a change
this change will come. Right around you, the world can be shaped
with the things you find there. It feels amazing to use a branch for
it’s qualities, or see the possibilities in an old piece of shoe-lace.
In PostNorma a small beginning is made with the half year of what
has past. Time again is ticking away to the end of this project in
the next half a year. I hope this time is sufficient to improve theory
and practice to a point where it can find another space to go
on growing in more directions. Already the time has been given
to a lot of knowledge and practical solutions. The exact idea of
what needs to be done or comes on the path is unknown. How
to find fellow thinkers and more important fellow practitioners.
Who dares to act, make and think of social solutions and a way
how self and social actualisation can take place in any occupied
space? Could it help the idea that people are still capable of
making their reality themselves? Is this a step in an undermining
process against capitalism?
With all the technological improvements people start to change
their habits and start to be aware of what is happening in the
world. We see now what Western civilization has been doing
in China or Madagascar. We hear now the stories of gigantic
deforestation for our meat and soya; we can engage ourselves
with global human rights. And all this changes our consciousness
and the idea of what might be possible in our own area too.
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Chapter IIII

Actualisate Everything
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4.1 Maslow Pyramid
Abraham Maslow was a psychoanalyst who studied the positive
half of the human being, as one of the first in his time, the 1960’s.
He believed that the human being had an inner force, driving
the individual towards the highest possible achievement. This he
called self-actualisation [Glasman, Geluk, 2009, 222]. This meant
the individual would use it’s totality of talents and capabilities,
after achieving the basic needs what he set into hierarchical
levels, the hierarchy of needs. Often displayed as a pyramid, with
the lowest needs at the bottom and self-actualisation on the top.
The lowest level of needs are the very basic physiological needs,
like breathing, sleep, sex and food, how Maslow described; ‘It is
quite true that man lives by bread alone -- when there is no bread.’
(Maslow, 1970). When all these first needs are filled, a man starts
filling his next needs in the pyramid.
The needs for safety and security, are housing needs, financial
security, psychological feelings of being safe, the possibility to be
healthy. The security of employment and resources. Also morality
is in this level, this is interesting when there are heavy shifts in 67
morality nowadays. It looks like more shifts nowadays are in this
level. These two first levels are mentioned as the basic needs.
When all this is satisfied we want to fill the needs for love and
belonging. These are the relations with other people, family,
friendship, partnership and intimacy. The feeling of being part of
a social structure. Sexuality is in the first needs as desire, this is
different from the intimate affections and sexual feelings towards
a partner.
The next is the need for esteem, this is in self-esteem, confidence,
achievements, the respect for others and by others, and could
come with the friendships and partnerships. Maslow had a remark
to this, people tend to need the feel for love in contradiction to
their self-respect. Or the feelings of being part of a group tend to
override the need for self-esteem. I think it could well be the twists
of the human psyche and the strong values people give to some
feelings ignoring their own self-esteem. The need for esteem
is also in Maslows opinion secondary to the needs of love and
belonging, therefore this need is harder to fulfil. These two needs
are the psychological needs, if these needs are fulfilled a person
is capable of achieving inner enrichment. The four mentioned
needs are again named as the deficiency-needs. These needs we
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want to fulfil because there is a notion of lacking something. In any
state of psychological levels there can be a certain neglection of
a need. Maslow understated this with the examples of a parent of
a child who would give her or his life for the child, or an artist who
would rather live in a poor state and fulfil their creative process,
than subdue commercial work. The deficiency needs are for a lot
of people the needs where they need to deal with in an everyday
context and would almost never feel the urge to self-actuate
themselves. This can have multiple reasons.
So the last and most difficult level to reach is the level of selfactualisation. This because a life doesn’t need to contain this
level, it is not a need as the rest. Experiencing a higher level can
make someone urge to and work for accomplishing this higher
state. Maslow also states that the observation of the surrounding
world is coloured by the needs, only with the self-actualised level
is someone capable in making the pure decision in relation to
himself instead of satisfying a need. Because self-actualisation
isn’t a need that can never be fulfilled, in this sense it is also not an
aim, but a process that can manifest itself during our whole life.
One of the back holding factors to self-actualisation is cultural
conditioning (“First Murder the IDEA- Blow up the the monument
inside you” [Bey, 2003, 33]). In our society the main drifts, drives
and desires are focused on material sources and needs. These
needs are meanly helping the basic needs, psychological needs
come secondary and personal growth is not mentioned at all.
This is also reflecting how we judge each other and mainly focus
on material growth, our feelings for safety and belonging are
constantly endangered by the new productions, and the constant
penetration of the spectacle [Vanegeim, 2006, 52]
Because I take this information at the moment mainly out of the
translated “approaches to psychology” by William Glassman
[2009, 228] I think it is apprehensive for our state of being
that even in a study booklet (which in my opinion needs to be
objective) a recent example is given on how a boss is managing
his company, in how he fires his lower labourers with a list in the
canteen. without any respect. What William also states is the
irony in Western society, when we have everything our material
needs or desires want, then the question arises: ‘ Is there nothing
else in life than this?’ I think we are more and more feeling the
notions of the missing needs and begin to change our habits
regarding material and financial needs.
In a situation of achieving self-actualisation someone can witness

peak-experiences. We are driven to experience the utmost limits,
and dare those limits.
It can be in mental and/or physical way. Experiences which give
an overflow of now, the transcendence of the mind and thought
into the very moment and situation. What Maslow was mentioning
about these peak-experiences was that the urge for effort and
battle was often there in a life, but actualisation wasn’t attended
by more then 1% of the population. Peak-experiences can come
any time, by being in nature, hearing fabulous music, without
being self-actualised. It is a moment in experiencing a mystical
openness and oneness. Comparing them with Zen-experience of
enlightenment [Glassman; Geluk, 2009, 230].
What also can be felt is the plateau-experience, this experience
is longer than a peak but less intensive too. It alters the state how
you are witnessing and experiencing the world. Often it can occur
after a major change or accident in live. It can happen in parties
where you have for a longer period of time euphorical feelings.
There are sorts of hyperfocus what can happen when being
occupied with an intense work, where you feel total bonding with
everything around, see all the connections in front of you.
This state is definitely a state where artists often seek. The 69
craziness of the people in the OffMess is a way of making
possibilities to let the plateau-experience happen, how the
painters would drink alcohol, throw up and then paint. I too can
relate with this text in experiencing my work, nature or music.
You are not in this world, you are inside and see those lines of
balance and playfulness! Aaah! amazing, at this very moment I
feel it coming up, the truthfulness of life within the world. A state
where also Hakim Bey tried working in with a touch of acid. And
of course more of the philosophers, writers and visual artists will
have this feeling so once and a wile.

4.2 Squatting and Self Actualisation
Individual actualisation is in many ways difficult to achieve in an
environment where there is little safety, for artists this can also
be their breeding ground of ideas or feelings, as a necessity for
creativity. Being in a demolition area, an abandoned warehouse
or in the midst of a poor area the freedom of movement is big. A
more ‘anarchistic’ attitude lives in poor or industrial areas of a
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city where people will show their disrespect or let you feel their
feelings.
in the squat scene a part is squatting for the ability of creating
his or her own bubble, to get away from the world out there
[Bey, 2003, 126]. Alone or with the fellow occupiers, following
an ideology (autonomen, anarchy, bio-regionism, socialism,
environmentalism, antifasism), a specific religion (Buddhism,
Shamanism, Paganism, mysticism) or a life-style (tekno, crust,
punk). Within these ideologies, religions and styles can be cross
and multi disciplinary. Or there is a notion of nothingness, the
openness of being and doing whatever one feels like, till an
extend. This makes squats also places where people can use
heroin (synthetic plateau-experience) and are part of the group,
or people who have disabilities in coping with society, or having a
different mental disorder (seeking safety and respect). This can be
a tough environment sometimes, and often it doesn’t come further
than the basic needs. But the freedom within the group has got a
certain level of understanding and/or allowance. I didn’t witness
that much dramatic happenings although some places I lived in
were definitely out of the odd. In my case, especially with artists,
residents seek a place for self-initiation and self-actualisation, to
come to plateau and peak experiences (sometimes with the help
of synthetic intensifiers).
Where a lot has started for me, was the squat I first lived in, the
OffMess. The role this squat gave me was the fact that I worked
with a small group towards artistic, social, public events. With little
experience we managed to convert our energy into exhibitions,
parties, dinners and concerts. This got bigger in a few areas. The
thing is, the biggest part of visitors always came for the parties
after the opening or at the finissage of an exhibition, showing a
bigger enthusiasm for the dream instead of the enrichment.
For the group, though, it gave the possibility of doing more other
things as going regional with exhibitions. The outcome after 10
years is an Arts festival, Zuiderfestival, with different workshops,
art exhibition, music and food. Everything on the festival is getting
more or less the same kind of attention. The organising group
behind works almost like one organism, with every individual in the
best place. Everybody is part of a structure that had in the initial
period more and more bonding with this they all know a bit from
everything and that helps a lot in communication, the response to
a problem comes from different sides. Eating together, working
together towards a collective end result. The energy drain for the

individual is big in the end, but the collective energy is enormous.
Self actualisation, praised by psychologists in the 1960’s till
today, focuses on the person leaving a gap in social forms and
relations. Where the group structure is important for progress,
especially after the individualisation that began in the 60’s as a
good cause. At that moment people had to discover what they
actually were and the capabilities of ones self. The psychology is
mostly focusing on a person and it’s individual capabilities, what
is important nowadays again is the engagement with a social or
group structure. In the theories for group structure it is merely
examined for business models and other hierarchical forms, like
in the “handbook groupdynamics” by Remmerswaal. The ability of
a human to have several social structures to maintain should be
intended for local and global social structures.
Like horizontal decision making, as consensus decision making,
it gives everybody in the group a fair amount of responsibility
and respect for every individual. This helps the individual but
the group benefits twice. If everybody is happy, the group works
better together and fills each others gaps. But this takes at the
moment still a lot of time, I think too, this is how Glassman it
described in “approaches to Psychology”, that it is the time where 71
we are in. We, as human being, need to refined a lot of forgotten
tactics and social appreciations.
In newer times, environmentalism, alter-globalism and anarchism
use decentralised decision-making, it is often how decisions are
made in smaller groups. It resembles the equality of the people
who attend the meetings, not only this, it is how the people believe
in each other, or give the space to each individual to negotiate a
position. And a beginning of social actualisation. This happens in
subcultures and outskirts, corners of our society whereas little fair
trade shops, biological supermarkets and feel free individuality
are in the middle of city-centres where the wealthy can show their
good intentions. Connections are made but it is all in the name of
neo-liberalism. It is not the social price you pay, it is the price for
that bread in that fancy shop, produced locally in small amounts
for the small group who can afford it.

4.3 Globe and Social Actualisation
As we see in the beginning of the 21st century the rise of global
groups such as Occupy and internet based NGOs help the idea

that individuals can do something against oppression or the
idea to change the world. Worldwide solidarity became sort of
a threat when the Iraq war began and a global demonstration
woke the newspapers as the New York Times stated “A second
superpower” in the global field [Nieuwenhuis, 2006, 209]. From
the Occupy movement, environmentalism has got a new infuse.
Through occupy Wall Street and the actions forthcoming out of
the society within this movement environmentalism got a new
face of mental environmentalism.
The lack of the mental connection is considered by the scientist
Rachel Carson in her book Silent Spring [1961]. Where she stated
that the imaginative was an important theme in environmentalism.
Without the imagination environmentalism was reduced to facts
and scientific proof. Entering again in the realm of liberalism
[White, 2014] quote of his article:
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The primary pollutant of our mental environment is corporate
communication. It is no longer controversial to claim that
advertisers stimulate false desires. Any parent knows that after
their child watches the Saturday morning cartoons they will
suddenly “need” new toys, new treats, new junk. But the effects
of advertising go beyond, what the marketers call, “demand
generation”. Advertising obliterates autopoesis, self-creation.
It is an info-toxin that damages our imagination and our world
picture, essential elements of our mental environment. Activists
must work on the assumption that there is a connection
between the level of pollution in our minds and the prevalence
of pollution in our world. At the most basic level, this is because
when our minds are polluted, and our imaginations stunted, we
are unable to think of a different way of doing things. At a more
complex level, it is because our mental environment dictates, to
a certain extent, whether certain beings manifest in our physical
environment.
[Micah White, 2014]

The effects of massive demonstrations of organisations like
Occupy wallstreet, Greenpeace and Avaaz for instance and
the collaborations between them, shows how the global
consciousness can get the motor activated by taking action. It’s
not the organisations who start the change, it is us all together,
and it’s not immediately the direct effect of these actions itself
but the effects on the longer run in how humanity is changing it’s
role on the planet. You can question of course the motivations of

organisations, fact is they connect us to us, they deliver a platform
for all our common and different opinions on where to go.
From a personal level, living inside a community is very
reasonable to get bigger things done, it creates a more personal
and decentralised decision making. It is mostly possible in bigger
buildings where also artists have a workspace, bands can perform
or practice and the rules are wider within the parameters of
the lot than outside of it. There is space for experimentation,
creating a life and work with less boundaries and barriers such
as health and safety checks, insurances, fire or distractions such
as TV. Poverty is often high but personal safety is almost never
at stake, you know each individual and problems are most of the
time solved in personal surroundings. Problems come often from
outside, people who don’t get the idea, think they are tricked
or that it is unfair, or think everything is possible in a squat, it
is actually a pretty regulated spot because of the very short
strings to each other. I can/would recommend it for everybody (to
achieve Bolo’Bolo or alike), with a bit of self-acknowledgement
and self-reliance. You help each other by each other’s input, give
each other the space to enjoy the space.
We can see that every new era is bringing new ideas in universal 73
thought and consciousness, individual growth in the sixties,
alter-globalism now [p.m., 2011, 6]. Nothing from the past can be
implemented in the now, it is ongoing, on theories already existing,
making it neo or post is showing how difficult it is to find a proper
theory on now, this is inevitable when there is so much constant
change in hegemony. What can be pointed out is that we never
had this state of humanity and these possibilities [Serres, 2014,
21], it is in itself unique to be driven by outer forces, making the
idea that an individual person would care and social minor to the
egoistic motifs. For the majority the standards and goals given
by companies through the spectacle and the dangers through
politics, is still more attractive than self and social actualisation
[Debord, 1998,4]. Where you can ‘feel’ power over others, have
money and fame, a sort of desirable phantom of the bourgeoisie
[Vanegeim, 2006, 71].
Why do people want ego-anarchy but are not admitting it?
Neo-liberalism is coming so close to the ideas of anarchy, that
it is already frightening that the old fashion anarchists are still
striving for it. It would be hell on earth, if anarchy would be now
running for president. It would mean people don’t know what they
want and all the egocentric corporations and stockholders would

have the power to do what ever they feel like, the masses still to
weak to do anything about it. We first need to gain the global
consciousness, the feeling people can change themselves and
make the difference for the community.
Just neglect the spectacle step by step, and gain consciousness,
take action.

4.4 Actualisation Through Work and Materials
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Gain conscious with taking action. It is not only because the needs,
or parts of the squat-movement, or the aversion to the spectacle
give this anonymous assignment to take action. It comes from
the inside, communicating with the outside. The outside signs
communicating with the inside. It’s for every individual to do
something with these signs of time. Things emerge from this timeline, like radical art-movements, or radical political movements,
work in the time where they were erected, and become later mere
representations of time. But change only manifests itself by action,
whether by writing or building or drawing or music-making. “The
world of mediation is essentially the world of works. One achieves
one’s salvation in the same way that one spins wool” [Bataille,
2012,87]. Change is in the process of the work, this divine feeling,
or the peak- plateau- actualisation, manifestate itself through the
moment of engaging with the objects and materials, as for visual
artists. Like the process of Kurt Schwitters’ Merzbau, the process
was important, the rooms he made were never finished [Notz &
Obrist, 2007, 32, 87]; “We play here until death comes to collect
us” [ibid].
Till the sixteenth century science and knowledge came out of
the environment, the similarities a man could find in nature and
the universe [Foucault, 2002, 19]. I can imagine this knowledge
and discourse came out of ancient times. Where the humans
were capable of distracting signs and symbols given by their
environment.
So that in this hinge between two things a resemblance
appears. A resemblance that becomes double as soon as one
attempts to unravel it: a resemblance of the place, the site upon
which nature has placed the two things, and thus a similitude
of properties; for in this natural container, the world, adjacency
is not an exterior relation between things, but the sign of a
relationship, obscure though it may be. And then, from this

contact, by exchange, there arise new resemblances;
[Foucault, 2002, 20]

Although this is true, Foucault saw in the process of knowledge
that the web was much to wide and expanding, if everything
is connected with everything by a certain path, it is for human
being incapable to decipher. Knowledge went into details and
lost it’s touch with nature, and yes this is of course a resemblance
of it’s time. Where the Wiseman lost track also humanity lost it’s
connection.
But the connections by the things in the world and universe were
never gone, and those webs went on communicating. And as
we are still a bit part of this web, there still comes information
through, making the suggestions for process (not progress, what
suggests an endpoint). This web, this nature, this art is always in
flux. It never satisfies the maker, it never satisfies the moment. The
moment a work is produced and becomes consumable it is loosing
it’s divinity [Bataille, 2012, 88]. It becomes time. A thing what
logic can grasp and formulate. The finished work is a mere door
to the possibilities, the symbols that’s being given by the input of
the outside signs and shows symbols of the state of the worldwide 75
web (not the virtual one) as an emulation of reality. This state
of combined symbols will be a direct starting point for further
resemblances of the web, culture and/or nature, somewhere. As
how it is immediately transcending it’s rational potentials, the
connections newly formed have their place within the semiology
(semiology is a word by Foucault to explain the ‘science’ behind
the signs, symbols and their linkage [Foucault, 2002, 33]).
But it is not a question of showing the powerlessness of the
man of works; it is a question of tearing man away from the
order of works. And precisely the opposite is accomplished by
the negation of their value, which surrenders and confines man
to them, changing their meaning. The negation of their value
replaces the world of works subordinated to the intimate order
with a world in which their sovereignty is consummated, a world
of works having no other purpose than its own development.
[Bataille, 2012, 89]

Materials of a visual artist come from the material world and
represent for him aspects of his connection with it, his translators
for his antenna. Natural materials remodelled by men, these
materials resemble and connect with the man made world and

are part of the man made web of culture. With these materials
a combination is made, resemblances obtained by the artists
connection.
This connection is not always there, it invokes through
actualisation, or the unreliable timing of plateau-experiences.
This plateau-experience can be put into effect maybe by constant
working with the possibilities, but also definitely being ‘out there’
to hear, feel, see the ever changing totality. For Scheider it worked
like this I believe:
“Action is a higher form than thought”; he is interested in the
“self-perpetuating momentum of action,” the very process
of consuming working energy by unceasingly rebuilding,
dismantling, reinstalling: “That was brutal work, it killed the
economy stone dead.” The crucial requirement for him is that
changes, moods, feelings, emotions should be registered, yet
without any cause for them being either apparent or even
amenable to rational enquiry. “Movement that cannot be
consciously perceived...
[Notz & Obrist, 2007, 32, 88]
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In this time it is full of signs and openings to begin change, it
happens everywhere and you see it everywhere. In our human
world and in the natural world. It looks like change is riding on a
roller coaster. In the same time, hegemony keeps perceivements
in very poor condition. Communication skills are communicating
at the level of our basic needs and desires; food, sex, financial
safety, health safety, property security. It is overwhelming the
thought freedom, and it blocks most abilities to think beyond
these values. Whereas for the labouring, day in day out, the
energy drain makes the ability for self empowerment almost zero.
The modern illness is the engulfing of the new in the duplicata,
the engulfing of intelligence in the pleasure [jouissance] of the
homogeneous. Real production is undoubtedly extremely rare,
for it attracts parasites that immediately make it something
common and banal.
[Serres, 2007, 4]

draw/notes
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Conclusion
To “New” Produce!
This thesis was more of a psychological trip than an objective
research on where my drifts and doings come from. Where my
process goes to find equality and self-realisation within a social
structure, where also other people benefit from each others
dedication towards self reliance and balance with the world
around us.
What is growing nowadays is a sythetisation of paradise, the
conditioned happiness, the virtual global social network, the
GPS as navigation, instead of stars (Serres, 2014, 4), the weather
we feel and see through the screen, our time-manager is inside
the little box disabling our biological clock. But everybody feels
its necessity, it all feels so natural, so intuitive. As soon the total
world-society is hooked on permanent internet time we can say
we live in a post-world world, a virtual globalination. We created
a landscape existing of social networking, direct individual 79
advertising answering our daily needs and desires, watching
the beautiful animal kingdom through our google-glasses. We
create a happy world where everything is hopefully automated to
efficiency and perfection, where the personal achievements are
less important then the ability to socialize. But what is our relation
to the world? Where is the need to conquer pain, the self-made
obstacles of feelings to overcome. What happens with our dignity
if nothing is difficult to achieve? And if this reality is not satisfying
me is there a free will to choose else? Or if I don’t earn enough is
it possible to maintain a life?
And what happens if this gap with the real makes a few people
organize our desires and needs? Do we really have the freedom to
make our own reality without little interference of policy-makers
and global-playing multinational monopolists?
Squatting has, with the occupation of buildings, a powerful tool to
undermine capital. This capital, what belongs meanly to private
owners, national or international companies, banks and states is
decreasing with the act of squatting. In that sense a good tool to
undermine today’s global monetary system.
But with squatting alone it is not enough to change hegemony,
the acts that happen inside and directly outside the squat are just

as important. Lectures, actions, workshops, give and take away
shops, meetings and the ability to communicate with the nearby
society can help to change as well. (Bourriaud, 2009, 46) Art is a
very important energy, it is having the ability to show the necessity
of acting, the freedom to provoke and the power to motivate. The
greatest danger is the passivity of the neighbourhood that is not
willing to see that change is coming. Side note to Bourriaud’s idea
is that change doesn’t need to be radical. This can also be a side
note to the part of the squat-movement that still relies on anarchy.
We need decentralized leadership, as in anarchy, we need equal
rights for everything and everybody, partly as in anarchy, but
I believe this needs to happen in a silent ‘take-over’ instead of
violent change.
Has anyone bothered to study the approaches to work of
primitive peoples, the importance of play and creativity, the
incredible yield obtained by methods which the application of
modern technology would make a hundred times more efficient?
Vanegeim, 2006, 55
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The fact that people need to give up their artistic work is
intolerable, it is a loss in the global cloud of artistic value. Artistic
expression always needs to find space, it is the next thing a
human does next to eating, sex and sleeping. Or the fact that
people can’t have the ability to fully engage with their practice
should be a crime. Sport is supported with big amounts of money
and so does social-housing companies, insurance-companies, the
banking system, what do they add to the true value of life?
What needs to be created are spaces where the ability is to grow
in any direction, semi-Temporary Autonomous Zones. Where
research is a daily thing, using materials and situations that are
totally new, or at least looked upon from a different angle, to
achieve a constant mode of in and output.
This happens mostly in the settings of a new squat, for me. The
ideas that come in these surroundings I never would have without
this space and without these parameters, I would have had
different ones. Materials and situations get new impulses from
their setting. Materials show their use-value and find it in certain
ways. It cannot be a set-up setting of anti-squat, rent or buying,
where there are rules, laws and constrictions. The complexity and
simplicity shows itself from the very basis.
From there it can be formed in new situations, going with the

elements and being one step before the season, we know already
a lot. We just need to activate it in new ways. The framework of
squatting is dying out, squatting is old fashion, it isn’t a high urban
necessity, ‘any more’. But what happened and still happens in
squats is hard to set in a legal setting. The ability to pass civil
laws and safety regulations needs to happen in order to come to
new ideas and solutions (it is best to not know this, naïvety is a
precious good sometimes). You are responsible for your actions,
if you can’t deal with it, start learning, this can be done in a squat.
Art and squatting are the combination to engage with new and
old needs, they resist towards powers from the outside and create
bubbles for different realities. The blurring of art and life, of leisure
and action, of work and play. A vital part is being flexible, is being
open minded, and blocking the constant blurrings of the pr-war.
A place where is that much ‘freedom’ in the beginning, you need
to set certain rules by yourself and the others. Define what each
others borders are and start working for yourself and together. A
beginning can be difficult, by situation and the group. Starting to
live in a squat where electricity, water and gas are provided is a
much easier situation than without these commodities. Water is a
right to have. Electricity is almost unthinkable to live without, and 81
gas is just handy for cooking and heating, but if one of these things
are missing, does this meant that the a place and/or building is
unliveable? It can also trigger the basic instincts of survival and
give the energy to overcome all the ‘problems’, finding solutions is
actually what humans are quite good at.
Things, objects and subjects are getting unrooted, everything is
on the move and can come from afar. But with this global tossing
around it looses more and more from the relation it had with
the surroundings, making it a foreigner everywhere it is coming
(For Bourriaud this constant moving could be the grounds for a
new direction in art [Bourriaud, 2009, 56]). The development
nowadays makes subjects and objects more careless about the
surroundings, the handling of a new car is less sufficient than
the old car someone drove for 10 years. The knowing and caring
needs all the time adjustments, and most are not necessary
adjustments. There is nothing wrong with adjusting all the time,
but most of the adjustments are linearly towards more empty,
quick devaluating luxuries, and take the chosen path for granted.
Changing common commodities are not excepted. Why bother,
never fix a running system, but these are the things we need
to change and tweak to perfect adaptability to every situation
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and environment. How this looks is to every object and subject
different, and the bigger the organ the more discussion is needed
for symbiosis.
The rediscovery of the powers we humans have inside us needs
to be re-triggered. We need to replace ourselves int the places
were we gain the freedom of making again. Dump half of all our
restrictions and anxieties, and start working on materials, with
our hands, getting dirty, ripping our jeans, filthying our shiny
shoes, falling of the table because our childish stupidity, grabbing
heaps of mud for the flowers we want to plant in our room. Just
because we don’t know these things any more, but now we know,
ripped jeans aren’t a failure, falling of a table just makes a bump
somewhere, you can walk in filthy shoes and that flower is very
happy with your effort but maybe wants to go back outside. And
all this doesn’t matter, we know a solution. We can think, we can
act! Sewing-machine, saw, battery-drill-screwdriver and you can
fix and make a lot of things from a lot of materials. It is so easy,
but something is holding the people back. Is it Arendt’s idea of
action? That action is in itself the most powerful things a human
can do, but also at the same time action is having a uncertain
development, as soon as you begin it can go anywhere, because
action triggers reaction [Arendt, 1998, xviii]. At least get a little
bit of the homo faber [ibid, 136] inside.

But seriously,
the world is flattening again.
And I want to blow it up!
I want to create space,
out of air, 83
within a confinement,
people may help blowing,
I may do it on my own.
I want to create openings for light,
and start travelling towards it.
Leaving behind
what kept me down.
‘’’C’’’!!!! ‘15
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